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Welcome to 'S.U.s Diamonds'
University
Spectator
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Vol. XXXV.

Seattle, Washington, August 30, 1966

No. 1A

A DREAM COME TRUE: The Very Rev. A. A. Lemieux, former president of S.U., explains material on the new library to Pete Webb, a
S.U. senior. The library, which is named after Fr.Lemieux, is due largely to his efforts. The library, in the background, is almost complete

and will be ready sometime fall quarter for full occupancy. It will
be open parttime when school opens. It will be dedicated around
Easter time in conjunction with the celebration of S.U.s diamond
anniversary. {For story see page 7.)

Guide to Inside

The summer issue of The Spectator is published
annually to welcome both new and returning students
to S.U. It is intended to make freshman students
aware of what to expect when they arrive at S.U. and
to help them in preparing for the opening of their
college career. It is also published to keep returning
students informed of what has happened while they
have been away.
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New Cards to Be Used at Registration
An accepted task each year
as students return to school is
the chore of registering. The

class lists will be printed and
sent to faculty members.

AFTER PRINTING his name
on the line below "PLEASE

procedure will remainmuch the
same this fall but with initial
steps toward an easier method
being added.
A new form will be used
which should make processing
of forms easier. Both old and
new forms, however, will be
used this quarter, according to
Miss Mary Alice Lee, registrar.
This is because the new system
is unproven as yet, she said.
The procedures are outlined
on this page. Returning students will register on Tuesday,
Sept. 20 and new students will
register the following day.
Classes begin Sept. 22.
A registration number is a
prerequisite for registration.Returning students who have not
obtained an appointment number before Sept. 16 will be required to register after 3:30 p.m.
on Sept. 20. Likewise, new students without a number will register after 3:30 p.m. the following day.
Tuition must be paid on reg-

istration day.
REGISTRATION PROCEDURE
1. Report to Pigott Auditorium
at the time assigned for your
registration number.
2. Obtain authorization to register and registration material.
3. Proceed to auditorium and
fill in personal data on registration material.
4. Report to your adviser on
the fourth or fifth floor; work
out your class schedule and obtain your adviser's signature on
schedule card.
5. Proceed to the third floor
via Eleventh Aye. stairs; obtain
class cards inP 353.
6. Enter your class schedule
on schedule card and your name
on class cards.
7. Present all forms to registrar's checkers in P 304 for
final approval.
8. Report to P 302, present
schedule card for billing by

PRINT," the student will give

class cards to one of the registrar's checkers.
Should a name not be called
by the instructor at the first
meeting of a class, an error in
card selection has occurred. The
student whose name has not
been called should report to the
registrar's office as soon as possible. Please retain and carry
with you the red schedule receipt you receive when you pay
tuition and fees.

REGISTRATION FORMS: These students are completing the multitude of forms which must be completed at
registration each quarter. With the shift to new forms
it is hoped that this time consuming event will be made

-----

--

--------

--------

Academic Calendar Fall
—
Students

Orientation— New Students

Registration Returning

Orientation— transfer Students

Registration— New Students
Classes Begin
Last Day to Register
Last Day to Change a Class
Mass of the Holy Spirit
Last Day to Remove Incompletes

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Wednesday

Thursday

Friday
Wednesday

Wednesday

Firday
Thurs.-Fri.

Sept 19
Sept. 20
Sept. 21
Sept. 21
Sept. 22
Sept. 23
Sept. 28

Oct. 5
Oct. 21
Oct. 27-28
Nov. 1
Nov. 7

Mid-Quarter examinations
All Saints Day— No Class
Tuesday
Last Day to Withdraw with a "W" Monday
Friday
Admissions Day No Class
Nov. 11
ThanksgivingHolidays— No Class Thurs.-Fri.
Nov. 24-25
Dec. 8
Immaculate Conception— NoClass Thursday
Final Examinations
Mon. Thurs.
Dec. 12-15
The above are final dates. Change, withdrawl or incomplete
removal cards together with fees must be received before 4:30
p.m. on these days. They are not accepted after that time.
Tuition must be paid on registration day. Late fees ($lO-20)
are charged beginning Thursday, Sept. 22.

—

which one first matriculated as
a regular student at S.U. The
last four digits of the number
are the same number which has
appeared on the transcript
these last several years.

3 S.U. Jesuits
Make Last Vows
Three S.U. faculty members
made their final vows in the
Society of Jesus in Spokane this

summer.

They include Fr. Joseph Maguire, S.J., university chaplain
and director of student activities. Fr. Maguire entered the
Society in 1950 and was ordained to priesthoodin 1963. He serves as Spectator moderator.

Fr. James Powers, S.J., will

join the English faculty this
fall. He entered the Society in
1949 and was ordained in 1962.
The third of S.U.s trio to
make his final vows was Fr.

Robert Egan, S.J., who is currently engaged in post-graduate
work at Fordham. He entered
the Society in 1949 and was ordained in 1962.

■

Registration Times
----------

when they report for registration.
The first two digits of the
number represent the year in

LATE REGISTRATION
Late registration will be permitted only on the first and
second class days of any quarter. With classes scheduled to
begin Thursday, Sept. 22, fall
quarter, late registration will
be permitted only on Thursday
and Friday, Sept. 22 and 23. All
students must be registered and
physically present on campus
by Friday, Sept. 23.
The fee will be $10 for the
first day of late registration,
and an additional $10 for students registering on the second
day, Sept. 23. The maximum
charge is $20. No registrations
will be permitted after Sept. 23.

fice (Bookstore Building), pay card for each of his classes.
REGISTRATION NUMBERS
tuition and fees to cashiers, In the top left corner of the
New students obtain registrasurrendering all documents, and class card, above "DEPT.", tion numbers when the $25 tuobtain your receipt. This com- will be an abreviation of the ition deposit is received by the
pletes the registration process. subject, for instance, "EN" for University. Any student whohas
Students will need to enter English. In the nextbracket will made such a deposit and has
their name only on the IBM be the number of the course, in yet to receive a number assignclass cards. A reproduction of the third bracket, the particular ment should write the admisthe class card form is on the section.
sion office immediately.
top of this page. The student
Returning students should
The student should be certain
must make certain he has the that the subject, the number have received a numbe request
correct card for each course.
and the section agree with the card along with their spring
Student and adviser should subject, number and section on quarter grade report. Several
work out a class schedule which his schedule which he and his number request cards were returned to the registrar's office
has no conflicts in time. It is adviser worked out.
without the name or address of
the responsibility of the student
the student requesting a numto check and recheck his schedCHANGE OF COURSE $10
ule to be sure he does not have
The fee for changing courses ber. Returning students who
two classes meeting at the same will be $10. Thus, if a student have not received a number asregisters for the wrong class or signment should write the registime on any day.
there is a conflict in his class trar's office immediately.
treasurer.
THE STUDENT must also be schedule, he will be subject to
For the convenience of those
returning students who have
9. Proceed to treasurer's of- sure he receives the correct the above fee.
Once the student has made lost and cannot recall their regcertain he has the correct class istration numbers the address
card, he need only to print his label on this newspaper carries
registration number above
last name, first name and mid- your
your name. An alphabeticallist
dle initial on each of his class of
students and registration
cards. The other information
RETURNING STUDENTS
NEW STUDENTS
numbers will be on University
will be punched into the cards bulletin boards at registration
Sept. 20
Sept. 21
by the registrar's staff, and tfme.
1 125
8:45 9:00 a.m.
126
1
250
9:00 9:15 a.m.
70
8:45 9:00 a.m
251 375
71 140
9:15 9:30 a.m.
9:00 9:15 a.m
376
500
9:30 9:45 a.m.
141 210
9:15 9:30 a.m Discount to Be Divided:
501 - 625
9:45 10:00 a.m.
211 - 280
9:30 9:45 a.m
626 - 750
10:00 10:45 a.m.
281 350
9:45 - 10:00 a.m
751 875
10:15 10:30 a.m.
351 420
10:00 10:15 a.m.
876 1000
10:30 10:45 a.m. 421 490
10:15 10:30 a.m,
1001 1125
10:45 11:00 a.m.
491 560
10:30 10:45 a.m.
1126 1250
12:30 - 12:45 p.m.
561 630
10:45 11:00 a.m.
S.U. has a new methodof adFr. McNulty said the new
1251 1375
12:45 1:00 p.m. 631 700
12:30 12:45 p.m. ministering discounts to fami- system will mean faster service
12:45 1:00 p.m. lies who have more than one and easier bookwork for the
1376 1500
1:00 1:15 p.m. 701 770
1501 1625
1:15 1:30 p.m. 771 - 840
1:00
1:15 p.m. student attending the university. treasurer's office.
1626 1750
1:30 1:45 p.m. 841 - 910
1:15
1:30 p.m.
Students applying for the famBase tuition is $320 a quarter.
1751 - 1875
1:45 2:00 p.m. 911 - 980
1:30 1:45 p.m. According to Fr. Edmund Mc- ily discount plan must carry
1876 - 2000
2:00 2:15 p.m. 981 1050
1:45 - 2:00 p.m. Nulty, S.J., vice president of 10-16 credit hours a quarter.Any
2001 2125
2:15 2:30 p.m. 051 1120
2:00 2:15 p.m. finance and government rela- hours over 16 will be charged
2126 2250
2:30 2:45 p.m. 121 1190
2:15 2:30 p.m. tions, if two students from the at the reduced rate of $10 per
2251 -2375
2:45 3:00 p.m. 191 1260
2:30 2:45 p.m. same family attend the univer- hour.
2376 2500
3:00 - 3:15 p.m. Students without registration
sity at the same time, each stu2501 2625
3:15 3:30 p.m. lumbers 3-3:30 p.m.
ON THE FAMILY plan, base
dent will receive a 12.5 per cent
discount. Each would then pay tuition is reduced before applying scholarship funds. The fam$280 for the quarter.

---

STUDENT

IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS
Returning students are aware
that an alphabetical identification number appears in the lower right hand corner of the
transcript immediately above
the name. New students will
find their identification number
on the authorization to register
form which they will be handed

Adler to Address
Faculty Meeting
Mortiner Adler, a man often
acclaimed as one of the foremost thinkers of the mid-20th

century, will keynote the fourth

annual pre-school conference of
the S.U. faculty Sept. 15-16.
Adler, director of the Institute

for Philosophy at University of
Chicago, will discuss "The Role

of the Dialectic in Catholic Liberal Education," according to
Fr. Edmund Morton, S.J., academic vice president.

After his address, the faculty
will discuss issues in higher education, particularly as they apply to Roman Catholic institutions.

Family Reduction Plan Revised

THREE STUDENTS from the
same family attending the same
quarter would each pay $240,
receiving a 25 per cent discount;
four students, $220 each, 31.25

per cent off; five students, $208
each, 35 per cent off; and six
students, $200 each, 37.5 per
cent off.
Fr. McNulty explainedthe discount for each student has been

neither increased or decreased.
The system is simply a new
method of dividing discounts
among members of the same
family.
Formerly two or more members of the same family with
the same home address, paying
full tuition, were entitled to a
discount of one credit hour
each.

ily tuition plan reduction applies
to all eligible students whether
or not they have a scholarship.
According to the treasurer's office, it is the student's responsibility to apply for the tuition

reduction.

Hoping to alleviate long lines

on registration day, the treasurer's office has asked students

to fill out the form below, clip it
and mail to: The Treasurer's
Office, Seattle University, Seattle Washington, 98122.

Seattle University
Family Tuition Discount Application
Name
J
i
City
State
J Address
i Name
{
City
Sfate
J Address
i Name
J
State
City
j
! Address
i Name
{
State
City
[ Address
i Students in the same family enrolled as full time undergraduates |
! for the 1966 school yean
i

|

"

Student's or parents' signature:
Or legal guardian

!
J
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Events for 'S.U/s Diamonds in the Rough'
Seattle U.s annual freshman
orientation week will kick off
the year's activities as the
school celebrates its diamond
anniversary after 75 years of
service.
Theme for orientation, in
keeping with the diamond celebration, is "S.U.'s Diamond in
the Rough."
A variety of activities are
planned, according to Pat Layman, orientation chairman.
Dances, movies, social hours,
talent shows are among events
scheduled to help make the
transition to campus life pleasant for the incoming "diamonds."
In addition to a full schedule
of orientation events, freshmen
will face a number of tests and
lecture sessions by University
staff members, aimed at making registration more intelligible to freshmen.

FRIDAY. SEPTEMBER 16

DORMS OPEN to residents, 9
a.m.-5 p.m. A welcomingbooth
will be open to greet all incoming freshmen, to hand out welcome packets, package deal
tickets and receipts. The booth
will be located at Campion Tower lobby (phone EA 9-1750).
DINNER served in the residence halls at 4: 30 p.m.
MOVIE, "The Bridge on the
River Kwai," Alec Guiness and
William Holden, 7:30 p.m., Pigott Auditorium, admission 10
cents (included in package
deal).

SOCIAL, following the movie,

Chieftain Lounge, free to all
freshmen. Free refreshments.
SATURDAY, SEPT. 17
WASHINGTON Pre College
test, 8:45 a.m., Pigott Aud. $5
fee. The test is required of all
entering freshmen and new
transfer students who have less

-

than 15 quarter hours of college

credit. (Most Washington State

Many

Campion Tower dining room,

DINNER, 4:30 p.m., residence
halls.
CONFESSION in residence
halls, 6:30 p.m.
BEANIE BALL, 9 p.m., Camone
pion Tower, admission
beanie (included in the package
deal.) Music by the Bandits.
For frosh only.

—

SUNDAY. SEPT. 18
MASSES in residence hall
chapels.
PRESIDENT'S Reception,2 to
4 p.m., Campion Tower. Guided
tours of the S.U. campus will
be conducted by the upperclassmen during this time for all interested freshmen and theirparents. Tours will leave from

Campion Tower.
DINNER, 4:30 p.m.,residence
halls.
VARIETY show, 7:30 p.m.Pigott Aud. (included in package
deal). The show will feature
both on-campus and profession-

al talent.
MONDAY, SEPT. 19
PRESIDENT'S Welcome, 8:45
a.m., Gymnasium. The program
will include a welcoming address to the class of 1970 by the

Very Rev. John A. Fitterer,
of other
university officers.
S.J., and introduction

Extension Program general session, 8:30 p.m. Chieftain.

THURSDAY, SEPT. 22

CLASSES begin, 8 a.m., consponsored by the Associated
schedules.
Students of Seattle University. sult your 12:05
p.m., Chieftain
MASS,
FRESHMAN MIXER, 9 p.m., Lounge.
Bellarmine Hall, semi-formal
FRIDAY, SEPT. 23
and open to freshmen only.
REGULAR classes, as schedTUESDAY, SEPT. 20
uled.
MATHEMATICS placement
MASS, 12:05 p.m., Chieftain
lecture, 9 a.m., Ba 401. The Lounge.
math placement program will
ENFORCEMENT DAY, 3:30
be explained with particular em- p.m., on the Mall in front of the
phasis on the College Algebra Chieftain. All subpoenaedfreshwaiver and advanced placement men must appear.
in calculus.
GENERAL ASSU mixer, 9
FINANCIAL aid information, p.m., Gymnasium.

admission.)

MIKE McGUIGAN

Frosh loofes at '66 beanie
p.m. Meet with the dean of the
school you are entering in assigned room. Collegeof Arts and
Sciences, Gymnasium; School of
Commerceand Finance, LA 123;
School of Education, Ba 102;
School of Engineering, Ba 402;
School of Nursing, LA 219; PreMajor Program, Pigott Aud.;
College of Sister Formation, LA

203.
GROUP MEETINGS with de-

partment heads, 2:30 p.m. in

11 a.m., Gymnasium. All students seeking information on
scholarships, loans and parttime employment should attend
this session. Lt. Col. Michael
Dolan will conduct the meeting.
LANGUAGE placementexaminations, 1 p.m. in assigned
rooms. Any student who has
taken one or more years of
French, Spanish, German or
Latin in high school and is required to take one of these languages in college should take
the placement exam in one of
the languages. French, LA 123;
German, LA 219; Latin, LA 203;
Spanish, LA 224.
FRESHMAN Leadership Conference, 7 p.m., Pigott Aud. All
frosh are invited to attend the
discussion by student leaders on
student government and student
activities.
FRESHMAN SOCIAL, 9 p.m.,
Chieftain, sponsored by the

SATURDAY, SEPT. 24
TOWN GIRLS tour, leaves
Marycrest at 11 a.m. The Town
Girls will provide a guided tour
of Seattle for all freshmen women with sack lunches provided.
CONFESSIONS in Residence
Halls, 6:30 p.m.
SUNDAY, SEPT. 25
MASSES in Residence Hall
Chapels.

assigned rooms. (Students who
are undecided on a major field
of study should report to the
First Humanities department in
the Gymnasium.) Biology, Ba
401; ChemistryBa 402; Econom- SPURS, sophomore women's
FROSH CRUISE, 1:30 to 10:30
ics, LA 222; English, LA 224; service honorary. All freshmen p.m. Transportation will be proentering freshmen.
are invited to attend.
ROTC ASSEMBLY. Following Fine Arts (Art, Music, Drama),
vided to the cruise ships from
211;
Humanities,
Test,
GymLA
First
the Vocational Motivation
the students parking lot, 11th
WEDNESDAY,
21
SEPT.
LoyJames Way, leaving at
and
all male students must report to nasium; Freshman Honors,
REGISTRATION for all new 1:30 E.
223;
Hall;
LA
Home
History,
an
p.m.
for
ROTC
ola
Round trip bus fare
Gymnasium
the
students, 8:45 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.,
The outing will be
is
90
cents.
orientation assembly. Col. Ro- Economics, Ba 207; Journalism,
according
pre-assigned
registo
bert A. Matter, commandingof- Ba 201; Languages, Ba 202; tration numbers.
at Kiana Lodge on the Olympic
ficer, will introduce his staff and Mathematics, Ba 501; Medical
Peninsula. Entertainment by
ORIENTATION Extension Peter Puget and the Sounds.
Secretary, Ba 401; Medical
cadet officers.
general
session, 7 Included in the package deal;
MASS, 12:05 p.m., Chieftain Technology, Ba 401; Military Program
Science, LA 205; Pre-Law, LA p.m., Pigott Aud., presented by limited number of tickets availLounge, optional.
the Christian Activities Pro- able to those without package
ROTC BAR-B-4JUE, 12: 30 p.m. 212; Pre-Medical and Pre-Den- gram.
Discussion, which will
Psychol401;
Ba
Programs,
deals.)
All male students are invited to tal
the two books inincorporate
204;
ogy, Ba 502; Sociology, LA
attend. Front of Gymnasium.
FRIDAY, SEPT. 30
required
were
coming
freshmen
AWS DISCUSSION, 1 p.m., Theology, LA 210.
from
BIG-LITTLE
SISTER Tea,
read,
range
to
will
the use
Marycrest, for freshmen women
Nelson Tea
study
of
leisure
and
time
to
the
Frederick
and
placement
exCHEMISTRY
only. The AWS willoffer a panby AWS. New
Room,
sponsored
S.U.,
of
as
a
Catholic
purpose
Ba
Reamination,
p.m.,
102.
el discussion on "The How's and quired of 4
fall
and
winter
will be
university.
Bring
books.
fashions
your
all students who have
Why's of What."
HOUR, following the shown. Admission free.
chemistry
and
SOCIAL
high
INSTRUCTIONS,
2
had
school
DEAN'S

VOCATIONAL Motivation
Test, 10:30 a.m. Freshmen will
be assigned testing rooms as
they leave the President's Welcome. The test is required of all

Activities Plonned for Transfers

A special orientation program awaits transfer students to S.U., according to Blame Comfort, co-chairman
of the student orientation committee, who says, "Once is
enough

whose curriculum requires the
series Ch 114-116.
FRESHMAN Banquet, 6 p.m.,

students have already taken this
test. It is not the same as the
Scholastic Aptitude Test of the
CEEB which is also required for

for anyone."

Most of the transfers have

already been through the ordeals of orientation at other

perclassmen will begin from

Campion.
An All-University variety
show will be at 7: 30 p.m. Sunday
in Pigott.

schools.
Comfort described the transTransfer students are invited
fer orientation program as a
to
an 8 p.m. social hour Sept.
version
of
the
one
toned-down
20
in the Chieftain. Upperclassfreshmen,
but he invited
for
will be hosts for the evetransfers to participatein fresh- men
ning.
during
Orientamen activities
Tests are scheduled throughtion week, Sept. 16-24.
out orientation week for those
"THE MAIN distinction be- required to take them.
tween orientation for freshmen
The Washington Pre-College
and transfers is that, with the test will be given from 8:45
transfers, we try to get their a.m.-noon and 1-3:30 p.m. Satideas, too," said Comfort.
urday, Sept. 17. It is required
He explained, however, that of all entering freshmen and
transfers still need the "orienta- transfer students who have less
tion to campus" which is the than 15 quarter hours of college
mainstay of the freshman pro- credit. Students taking the test
should report to Pigott Auditorigram.
The orientation program for um Saturday morning. There is
transfers, drawn up by the com- a $5 fee payable at the auditorimittee headed by Comfort and um entrance. Dr. William GupJill Egar, begins Friday, Sept. py, director of the counseling
16, with a motion picture at 7: 30 and testing center, will direct
p.m. in Pigott Auditorium. A the test session.
social hour will follow the film.
The Very Rev. John Fitterer,
THE CHEMISTRY placement
S.J., university president, will examination, which is for stumeet students and their families dents with a high school backand friends from 2-4 p.m. Sun- ground in chemistry whose S.U.
curriculum plans include Ch
day in CampionTower.
114-116, will be at 4 p.m. MonALSO FROM 2-4 p.m. Sunday, day, Sept. 19. All science macampus tours conducted by up- jors, exclusive of engineering

and nursing students, should
take the test.
The results will be used to
help in the selection of students
for the honors section of Ch 114.
Non-science majors who wish to
satisfy core curriculum science
requirements may elect to take
the Ch 114 series, but the usual
procedure is to take Ch 100, Bl
101, etc., or Ph. 100.
The mathematics placement
examination is scheduled for
9 a.m. Tuesday, Sept. 20, for
students seeking a waiver for
college algebra and advanced
placement in calculus. Those
who wish information concerning mathematics placement
should report to Barman 401.

Registration will be Wedneswill be at 8:45 a.m. Monday,
Sept. 19, in the gymnasium.
day also. Registration numbers
Representativesof the admin- arc mailed to new transfer stuistration and various schools of dents upon receipt of the tuition
University will be present
from 9-10 a.m. Wednesday,Sept. deposit. The number assignment
21, for a special welcome to form will have the time and location of his registration.
transfer students.
From1-2 p.m. Wednesday, up
A car tour of Seattle will leave
perclassmen will serve coffee in Marycrest at 11 a.m. Saturday,
the Chieftain alcove and be Sept. 24, for new women stuavailable to answer questions dents. S.U. coeds will act as
and discuss campus life.
hostesses.

Show Co-Theme Set

"Diamonds Aren'tCut Square fashion shows, and the Hilton
is the theme of this year'sFrosh Inn, and Evon Yarbro, a pop
Orientation Variety Show. Co- singer.
At 1 p.m. Tuesday, Sept. 20, Chairmen Jeff Burgess and
Co-Chairman Burgess reports
the language placement tests Kathy Triesch announced the the show is only a fraction of
are scheduled. Any student who theme in conjunction with the the entertainment awaiting new
has taken one or more years of general orientation theme of freshmen, but urged all freshFrench, Spanish, German or "Diamonds in the Rough."
men to include the show in their
The three act show will be entertainment schedule.
Latin in high school or at another college and plans to major or from 7:30-9:30 p.m. Sunday, in
minor in one of these languages Pigott Auditorium. Co-Chairman
at S.U. should take the place- Burgess reported "variety" is
ment examination in that lan- the key word in the show, with
Published Wednesdays and Fridays during
guage. The test determines any acts ranging from hot and cold the school year except on holidays and
during
final examinations by students of
reading.
jazz
poetry
to
waiver with regard to major or
Seattle University. Editorial and business
minor requirements in that lanActs already lined up for the offices at The Spectator-Aegis Building, 825
Wash. 98122. Secondguage. The test in French will show include: The Brandywine Tenth Aye., Seattle,
class postage paid at Seattle, Wash. Sub$4 a year; close relatives, alumni,
be given in LA 123, German in Singers, a folk singing group; scriptions:
75- Canada, Mexico, $4.50; other forLA 219, Latin in LA 203, Span- the Bandits, a northwest rock $2
eign, $5 95; airmail in U.S. $6.85.
Folknics,
Saenz,
group;
334.
Fr.
the
Robert
'n' roll
ish inLA
Editor: Emrr'tt lane
Sharon Ferguson, Tom
S.J., actinghead of the language winners of the teenage fair folk Staff: Lynne Berry,
Bangosser, Earl lane, Judy Young, Maagie
Trio,
department, will direct test ad- festival: the Jerry Frank
Kennedy, Judy Raunig, John Vivan, Stan
Webb. Bobbie
a local iazz group who have Stride, Cathy
John Sammons, Pete
ministration.
Zach, Pat Curran, Rick Houclayed for the Miss Seattle Zach,
Mr, Ray Heltsley and Dennis Williams
THE PRESIDENTS Welcome Beauty Pagent, the Bon Marche Adviur: Fr. Francis Greene, S.J.
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Greetings Extended
From Fr. Fitterer
Dear Students:
Welcome to your University for 1966-67. We hope you will
enjoy a most happy and fruitful year on campus.
Our faculty is growing in size and competence. This will
provide more and better programsof study. Your student officers
and University officials have planned an interesting and extensive
program to commemorate this 75th anniversary year of the Jesuit
Fathers' first coming to Seattle in 1891.
AS PART OF our Diamond Jubilee celebration, we will open
the new A.A. Lemieux Library, that long-awaited dream of both
students and faculty. We hope to begin construction on the physical education and recreational complex early next year for your
use by 1968.
S.U. has a great future because of its fine students and excellent faculty. Itrust and pray God's blessings will be upon us all
during the years of your college education. We Jesuit fathers
will be praying for you and your family during the coming months.
Sincerely,
The Very Rev. John Fitterer, S.J.
S.U. President

Fr. Lawrence Donohue
Assistant to President

Concelebrated Mass
Planned for Sept. 23

A year-long celebration of the 75th year of S.U. will begin with
the concelebration of Mass on Sept. 23 at St. Joseph's Church. The
their work in
date marks the day on which the Jesuits began~~
Seattle, according to Fr. Joseph
Perri, S.J., vice president for Adrian Sweere, S.J., who came
university relations.
to Seattle in 1891 at the request
Students, faculty and friends of the Rt. Rev. Aegidius Youngof the University will be invited er, who at that time was the
bishop of the Nesqually diocese.
to the Mass.
The two priests began teach'
IN ADDITION to the Mass, ing in St. Francis Hall located
the Diamond Jubilee theme will at what is now Sixth and Spring
run throughout the traditional Streets in downtown Seattle.
events of the year as well as They taught in that location unsome special events. Plans for til buildings could be constructmost of these events are still ed on land in the Broadway
not set, however, according to area which they had purchased
Fr. Perri.
when they first arrived in SeThe annual Mass of the Holy attle early in 1891.
Spirit will be celebrated on Oct.
5. His Excellency Thomas A.
Connolly, archbishop of Seattle,
will deliver the sermon. It will
serve as a keynote in the coming years as well as a summation of the Jesuits' history from
The door of the university
the last 75.
president
will be open each MonOn Nov. 10 there will be an
to students and faculty who
academic convocation. The day
just want to "drop in."
speaker and topic for this event
The Very Rev. John Fitterer,
have not been chosen yet.
S.J., University president, pointMuch of the special celebra- ed out that probably no decition will be done in conjunction sions would be made in these inwith the dedication of the new formal visits but that the "UniA. A. Lemieux Library some versity is for the students and
time near Easter.
they should know where the
president is and should get to
OTHER EVENTS using the know him."
theme will be Homecoming and
Fr. Fitterer said that he hoped
University Day. The year will that the day-to-day operation of
close with the baccalaureate the University will go more and
Mass at graduation.
more to Fr. Frank Costello,
The concelebrated Mass will S.J., executive vice president.
commemorate the arrivalof Fr. Thus he will be available more
Victor Garrand, S.J., and Fr. on an informal basis.

The Very Rev.

John Fitterer.S.J.
President

Door's Open
On Mondays

■
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Fr.JosephPerri, S.J.
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Fr. JosephMaguire. S.J.
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Administration Ploys
Musical Chairs Game

A number of administrative and departmental changes will be
in effect when S.U. students begin fall quarter.
Fr. Edmund McNulty, S.J., formerly treasurer and vice president of finance, will be vice president of finance and government
relations. Father became treasurer in 1958.
THE NEW treasurer, Thomas Cossette, started at S.U. in 1949
as the University accountant. Mr. Cossette served as comptroller
from 1954 until summer 1966. The appointment of a new comp
trailer and business manager will be announced in September.
Fr. Joseph Maguire, S.J., Spectator moderator, will serve a.University chaplain and director of student activities. Last year
Father was assistant to the president for S.U. development. Fr.
Lawrence Donohue, S.J., former director of student activities
1964-66, will be administrative assistant to the president.
Fr. Louis Sauvain, S.J., will be assistant dean of students,
workingwithFr. Robert Rebhahn, S.J., vice president for students.
Fr. Sauvain was student chaplainlast year.

Fr.Robert Rebhahn, S.J.
Vice Presidentfor Students

TWO CHANGES are listed for the physical operation of
campus. Fr. Raymond Nichols, S.J., will be superintendent of the
grounds and Stephen Robel, former plant manager, becomes plant

and

property manager.

Mrs. Mary Lee Walsh McDougall, a 1962 S.U. graduate, will
be assistant to Miss Agnes Reilly, dean of women. In this position
Mrs. McDougall will act as a source of aid for the AWS Coordinating Cabinet and Town Girls adviser. She will help initiate new
programs for the residence halls.

Fr.Frank Costello.S.J.
Executive Vice President

THE FOLLOWING persons have been appointed to head departments in the School of Arts and Sciences: Fr. Leonard Kaufer,
Andre
S.J. philosophy; Dr. Thomas Cunningham, psychology; Dr.
Yandl, mathematics; Dr. Anita Yourglich, sociology; Dr. Richard
Collins, political science; Dr. George Santisteban, acting head,
biology; Dr. Joseph Gallucci, acting head, fine arts;
Dr. Theodore Chihara, Dr. Robert Larson, and Dr. Charles
LaCunga, past heads of mathematics, sociology and political science, respectively,

teachers.

will remain as full time faculty members and

There are two changes in residence hall positions. Both
changes are at Bellarmine Hall. Head resident director will be
Mrs. Florence McKenzie and Mrs. Marie Hollowell will be assistant resident director.

Many Work to Make
S.U. Run Smoothly

Fr.Edmund Morton,S.J.
Academic Vice President

Fr.Edmund McNulty. S.J.
Vice President for Finance

WELCOME BACK!

#
U

SIMPSON'SV^H

DEANE
RICHFIELD SERVICEMTB
Across from Chieftain

GOOD/YEAR
rinrc

lIKBa

Deone Simpjob

Proprietor

ENTO

V"

Terry at
Madison
RESERVATIONS
MA 2-6400

4 Blocks from SU Campus
and
4 Blocks from Downtown Seattle
"Family Dining
at its Finest"

Top of the Town Room
— Fireside
Room

SPECIAL OFFER:

WE GIVE
GOLD BOND STAMPS

|

EA 2-9773

Fr. Robert Rebhahn, S.J., vice
president for students, is in
charge of students, activities,
housing, and any necessary
disciplinary action. Miss Agnes
Reilly. dean of women, is responsible for the coeds and their
activities. Director of student
activities and University chaplain is Fr. Joseph Maguire, S.J.
Assistant dean of students is Fr.

Louis Sauvain, S.J.

* Dunbar
Room
—
* Banquet
Rooms
—

Motor Tune Up
Electrical, Light Repairs
Exhaust and Brake Repairs
Front End and Alignment
# Batteries

#
#
#
#

1 lth & E. Madison

— —.

What makes S.U. run? Like any large business
corporation, S.U. is run by a group of efficient adminispresident of
trators. The Very Rev. John Fitterer, S.J.,
S.U., has responsibility for
S.J.,
and authority over S.U. ident, Fr. Edmund Morton,
supervises, coordinates and diraffairs.
curriculum.
He is assisted by an Advis- ects the academic
jurisdiction
has
over the
He
Council,
Regents
Board of
ory
schools, evedeans
of
seven
and Board of Trustees. Mem- ning classes, registrar's departbers of these boards are Jesuits
ment, library, admission, counand prominent laymen.
selling and testing, and summer
Directly under Fr. Fitterer is
school.
the executive vice president, Fr.
Fr. Edmund McNulty, S.J.,
Costello,
Frank
S.J. Fr. Costel- vice
president for finance and
responsibility
for the
lo has the
relations, is in
day-to-day operation of the Uni- government
planning and
versity. In the absence of Fr. charge of financial
Fitterer, he assumes the pres- the Development of S.U.
As vice president for univerident's duties.
THERE ARE four additional sity relations, Fr. Joseph Perri,
vice presidents serving the Uni- S.J., handles S.U. public relaversity. Academic vice pres- tions. Publicity, university publications, alumni relations and
special events are under Father's direction.

Accommodations vary from
single rooms to executive suites

THE TREASURER, Thomas

Cossette, is in charge of

the or-

ganizing and directing student
and University financial matters. The offices of comptroller,
businessmanager,and personnel
for the physical operation of
campus are coordinated by the
treasurer.
Fr. Robert Bradley, S.J., is

dean of the School of Arts and

Sciences. Fr. Bradley also serves on the Advisory Council.
Other academic deans and
their schools are: Fr. Arthur
Earl. S.J., acting dean. School
of Commerce and Finance; Dr.
Winfield Fountain, dean. School
of Education; Sr. Mary Ruth
Niehoff. 0.P., dean. School of

Nursing; Sr. Judith. F.C.S.P..
dean. College of Sister Forma-

tion; and Fr. Louis Gaffney
S.J.. dean, Graduate School.
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New Members Added to S.U. Faculty Ranks
The S.U. faculty will welcome several new members

to the ranks when school opens for fall quarter. Some will
find positions in the newly formed fine arts department

and some in the new A. A.
Bernard Simpson willbe an inLemieux Library.
structor
in physical education,
Dr. Joseph Gallucci, who reprimary job will be ashis
but
in
his
B.A.
from
S.U.
ceived
sistant basketball coach. He will
1959 and earned his doctorate help
varsity coach Lionel Puracting
from Harvard, will be
cell
freshman coach. Simpson
as
head of fine arts.
earned his master's degree last
Miss Lois Aden will be an year at San Francisco State.
assistant professor in the de-

partment.

DR. GEORGE FLYNN, who
just earned his doctorate at
VAL LAIGO, who has been
State, will be an asteaching at S.U. on a part-time Louisiana
professor of history. Mr.
sistant
basis, will join the fine arts Gerald Baydo, a 1964 S.U. gradfaculty on a full-time basis. He uate and recipient of an M.A.
is a graduate of S.U. and re- from U.W., will also be new
ceived an M.A. from U.W.
to the history department as an
Four will join the staff in the instructor.
new library under the direction
Lone addition to the School of
of Robert Cross, head librarian Commerce and Finance is Mr.
They include Alene Cisnay, Bar
Donald Ireland, U.W. graduate.
bara Hill, and Sumi Takahashi
Louis Jeannot will be an adAll earned their M.L. at U.W
ded
lav faculty member in theoAlso newon the staff will be Sr logy.
He is a 1953 graduate of
M. Martin Poulin, C.S.J., who University
of Portland.
from
Uni
her
master's
received
Paul Milan, with S.U. roots
versity of Portland.
and a master's from U.W., will
Dennis Cantwell, who receiv be an instructor in foreign laned a B.S. from S.U. in 1962, wi
guages.
return to become an instmcto
THE PSYCHOLOGY deparr
in philosophy. Also new to th
philosophy department will b
ment will be bolstered by the
addition of three new Ph.D.'s.
Robert Kuhner, a 1963 S.U. grad
Dr. HaydenMees, and Dr. Charuate.
les Schultz both come to S.U.
with doctorates from U.W. Dr.
DR. ANDREW MAGILL, wh
Marvin Minge also joins the
received his doctoratefrom Un
faculty with his doctorate from
versity of Texas this year, wi
be an assistant professor i Washington State.
Dr. Jerry Riehl and Dr. Frank
English. Also newon the Englis i
faculty will be Hamida Bosmaj- Valente will be added to the
ian, instructor, who has an M.A. physics department staff. Riehl
from University of Connecticut, earned his doctorate at Washington State while Valente earnand Arlene Olvvell who has he
B.A. from S.U. and her M.A ed his at New York University.
from the U.W.
SIX JESUITS and one dioceMiss Janet Claypool and Mis
san priest will also join the S.U.
Barbara Floyd will join th
ranks. They are Fr. Roger
nursing faculty. Both earned Blanchette, S.J., theology; Fr.
master's degrees at U.W. Mis
Joseph Correa, S.J., psychology;
Flovd was graduated from S.U. Fr. Albert Havens, S.J., fine
in 1955.
arts; Fr. Harry Kohls, S.J.,
Dr. Lloyd Elias will be lec- philosophy; Fr. James Goodwin,
turer and supervisor in the S.J., sociology; Fr. James
school ofEducation.
Powers, S.J., English, and Fr.
Dr. Stephan Christopher will Henry Buckman, theology.
Fr. Goodwin has been at S.U.
become an assistant professor
before.
in sociology.
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Beginning

Medical Doctor

APPLY

Beginning
Compreh.

Ending
Speed

Ending
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2447
87%
4021
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2182
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79%
1583
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1989
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NOW FOR FALL CLASSES

Business Man
Student Age 12
High School Student

Teacher
Research Engineer
Housewife
Army Chaplain
Research Forester
School Nurse
U. of W. Student
Chemical Engineer

Speed
343
339

(Classes limited in

87%
59%
44%
82%
79%
79%
76%
72%
79%
73%
62%
73%

size)

For Full Information & Free Booklet Call MA 3-1563

EVELYN WOOD

INSTITUTE
READING DYNAMICS
—

McCANN'S
Men's and Boys' Shop
1629-6th

Aye.

MA 3-0227
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Left: pUid blazer 20.00
anc '«piter skirt 13.00
(stovepipe pants not shown 17.00)
Pers rnmon-9°' c w°ol.w o1 5-13,
wool turtle sweater 36-40, 13.00.
and ribbed nylon stretch panty
stockings (one siie) 4.50
In gold or persimmon;
''V ur Corners
Right: boss pant suit, the
Carnaby Street look
' n widewale
cotton corduroy,
plum, brown, red; 5- 1 3, 26.00,
by Darra.
Your charge account
i
is welcomed!

Call or write EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS for a free
booklet, which explains how anyone with the average reading vocabulary of a twelve-year-old, can increase his reading ability at least
THREE TO TEN times with equal or better comprehension in eight
weeks.
t^r ■*■ / ■■'■
twJg
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Seattle

JJ for everything that's fashion
a"d we wisn You a '"PPV new
college year! Shown here.
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ROOM 504 Fourth and Pike Building)
(Above names available on request)
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Money Blocks Beginning of P.E. Complex
With the new A. A. Lemieux Library almost a
reality, the next step in

ball and general purpose courts
and two other basketball courts.
Fr. Fitterer said the board
of regents gave approval to
have the architect draw the
plans for the building. He pointed out that this alone is a fair
ly large financial commitment.

S.U.s quick-moving expansion
is the construction of a $2.7 million physical education complex.
But, as always, there is the

problem of money, which may
delay construction. One step toward alleviating the problem
was taken earlier this year,
when the initial plan for the
building was changed, trimming
the cost from $3.6 million to the
present figure.

THE POLICY now is to wait
and see. The Very Rev. John
A. Fitterer, S.J., president of
S.U., said, "We will wait until
December to decide whether to
go ahead or not." He continued
that, however, the physical education building definitely will
be the next addition to the S.U.

campus.
The University cannot play
the waiting game too long,
though. If there are further de-

IN DISCUSSING the building
he pointed out firmly that it is
"strictly for physical education,
intramuraland recreational programs of the students and faculty." Hfe also indicated plans to

ARTISTS DRAWING OF S.U.'S PROPOSED PHYSICAL EDUCATION COMPLEX

lays in the decision to build, the
federal grant S.U. has obtained
will be revoked on Jan. 1.

The building will be financed
by a combination of three meth-

ods. The first is the federal
grant which totals $880,000. The
second is a federal loan for $1.3

million, which has been requested and at present is lacking only
formal approval.
Third is private funds. The

fund-raising project is being tions. A teaching station is an
conducted by Fr. Fitterer. He area which can be controlled
said at present it is going well. by one teacher, such as a swimming pool,weight room, or sevFR. FITTERER, however, eral basketball courts.
emphasized that no funds from
The proposed stations include
tuition or other existing sources a floor area for football and
of revenues will be used to fin- ROTC, two swimming pools, a
weight and exercise room, a
ance the building.
The revised plans for the com- handball and squash area, a
plex call for eight teaching sta- gymnastic area, three basket-

install an artificial tun.
If approval is given, ground
breaking could be as early as
the beginning of February, allowing time for bids and selection of a contractor. If this is
the case, the complex would be
ready approximately in the fall
of 1968.
The building will be constructed on the old Catholic Memorial
Field at Fourteenth and Jefferson streets. The land was purchased for $300,000 from the
Archdiocese of Seattle.

Look! We Have Two Libraries

Marble-Faced Library Almost Ready
and various non-study areas,

By EMMETT LANE

will be finished by the time
The $2.8 million Lemieux classes start Sept. 22, said Fr.
Library a five-story struc- Edmund McNulty, S.J., vice
ture with a gleaming Ver- president for finance and govmont marble face is going into ernment relations.
operation during Fall quarter,
THE BUILDING replaces
only a little late because of a
cramped, inefficient and old

—

—

contractor's lockout and a

The building is nearly 90 per
cent complete, and all floors,
except the first, which will
house a general reading room

quarters on a portion of the

third floor of the L. A. Building.
Open stacks, through which a
student can roam in search of

the books he wants, will be one
of the main points distinguishing the new from the old. Stacks
of the old library generally were
open only to teachers and graduate students.

rnp
j' I
'T-J
j

He said the ultimate capacity
of the library, with additional
equipment, would be 500,000

books.
Construction priorities have
been set up for completion of
the new library. The third floor,
which will house the main
stacks and periodical stacks,
will be first. Following will be
the fourth floor which holds the

reminder of the stacks.
The second floor and first
floor come next. The second will
contain the reference collection
the main check-out desk, office?
for library personnel, the care
catalog and an area for proces
sing books. The first floor wil
have a general reading room

a small auditorium and a re
ceiving room and bindery. The
fifth floor will be for machinery
and storage.

A SPIRAL staircase will go up
to the second floor. There wil'

be separate elevators betwee
the first and second floors an
between the remaining thre
floors.
Construction delays were caus
ed by a Seattle area-labor dis
Dute which led to a contractor'
lockout against many buildin
projects last spring. Workmei
also were stalled because of c
strike at the plant preparing
the Vermont marble for the
building's face. Both disputes
have been settled.

—

school.
At the start, all books those
for reference, on reserve, and
for general withdrawal will be

frosh
Attendance Required!
of Historic Pioneer Square
. . . Birthplace of the City
PCCCQVATinW

ond floor (off Tenth Aye.). However, due to the open stacks,
there is only one exit. This gives
library personnel control over
outgoing books.
Built with an eye toward the

future, the library is equipped
lege.
Although Cross has plans for to allow for 10 years growth at
getting the new library into an average expansion rate of
operation, the determining fac- 10,000 books, but the new faciltor on the move will be instal- ities can handle 200,000. Fr. Mclation of shelves. The timetable Nulty said the operating budget
calls for shelves to be put up of the library was increased to
between Oct. 1-Oct. 15.
allow for the projected developCROSS SAID he expects con- ment.
fusion during the first weeks of

M UNDERGROUND TOUR
r

As soon as shelves become

available, the entire reference
collection will be movedand the
About 1,000 students can be library will be open on a full
seated in the new building, com- time basis. The old library will
pared to the scant 150 seats in be open only during certain
the old single-room library.
times for checking out books.
Each 93-foot by 203-foot floor
As books in the general colof the new building will be al- lection are moved, a list telling
most twice the size of the en- which volumes will be found in
tire reading room area of the the new library will be posted.
old, which had 9,725 square feet. Thus, a student will have to
OTHER differences, besides determine where to find the
ample room, include 95 per cent book he needs if he is to save
new equipment, increased study steps.
area, room for expansion, and
IT WILL TAKE about two
more money with which the weeks to transfer book? from
library staff can work.
the old to the new library,
The new library will be open Cross said.
/first only for study. In weeks, Students will be able to enter
'to follow, the reference collec- the new building on either the
tion will become available and, first floor (from Eleventh Aye.
section by section, the entire and Bellarmine Hall) or the sec-

collection of 100,000 books.
Patience is the plea of Robert
Cross, head librarian, who is in
charge of a logistical effort
which rivals that of a freshman
beauty trying to pack for col-

KEEPING TRACK of the books is a big problem. Chuck
Taylor works from the floor plan to make identification
tags so books won't get lost in the move.

housed in the old library. The
new library will be open for
study only.

—

—

j

j
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f

BOXES AND MORE BOXES: Students begin the task of
packing books and getting ready for the move to the new
library. These books will be stored and put in the new
library as shelves become avilable.
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Many Clubs Open to Students
For the student who
wishes to contribute something of himself to campus
life, S.U.s clubs and organizations are a chief outlet.
Students may participate
in scholastic honoraries,
creative, service, spiritual,
academic, political, military, social and volunteertype clubs.
NEW BREED
The New Breed may find its
niche on campus by participating in all-year training programs for a summer of teaching
or community development and
public health in a foreign country. SAFE (Student Ambassadors to the Far East) sends students to Korea and Los Amigos
(Conference of Inter-American
Student Projects) work in Mexico. On the state-side, International Lay Mission volunteers
work with Indian children at
St. Mary's Mission in Omak,

Wash.

SERVICE
Service is contributed to the
University by four hard-working
groups. Spurs is open to 35
sophomore women on the basis
of activities and a minimum 2.5
g.p.a. Gamma Sigma Phi selects 60 sophomore, junior and
senior women. For the men,
service clubs include Intercollegiate Knights for frosh and
sophs and Alpha Phi Omega
which is open to all males.

as members of the cast or stage
crew. Creative Writing Club
provides a publisher for budding
writers in its literary magazine,
Fragments, and furnishes the
podium for poets at its poetry
readings. Actors contact Mr.
William Dore at Teatro Inigo;
writers see Mr. Kenneth MacLean in XavierHall.

JOURNALISM
For those prone to preserving
memories, The Aegis, school
yearbook, invites students to
participate in publication.
The Spectator, the students'
newspaper,is published twice a
week to bring the news on campus. Anyone interested in writing is invited to contact Emmett

Lane,

editor.
SPIRITUAL
The Christian Activities Program was organized two years
ago to provide more relevant
activities to the spiritiual life of
S.U.s students. As a part of
CAP, Confraternity of Christian

Doctrine teachers aid the blind,
deaf and mentally retarded in
religious education.
The Social Action Committee
provides tutors for the St. Peter
Claver Center and Neighborhood House and works with
problem girls at the Home of
the Good Shepard and with senior citizens at Lee House. Sodality, Ecumenical Society and
University Family Action host
discussions on campus. CAP has
its offices in McHugh Hall next .presence to the "smoke-filled
rooms" of the Young Demoto Marycrest.
crats, Young Republicans and
ACADEMIC
Various clubs on campus af- the New Conservatives. Repreeach of the
filiated with an academic field sentatives from
are Colhecon for home econo- three groups compose the newly
formed Political Union to mainmists; Sigma Kappa Pi, Chemistry club; Marketing Club; En- tain peace between parties.
gineers Club; Alpha Kappa Psi
SOCIAL
for businessmen; Mv Rho Lamthose
hours between
For
ba for medical record librarians; Phi Tau Alpha for teachclasses and studies, numerous
ers, and Mathematics Club.
are open to the
social- clubs
- games"
"fun
and
set. Those
POLITICAL
The politically-minded student hours may be filled in the Ski
has the opportunity to add his Club, Yacht Club, Rowing Club,

Office c£ t/ie Ssbtod<ztecl <j6ud&ntb

SEATTLE UNIVERSITY
Seattle, HitJUng/on 9#ftf

Hiyu Coolees (hiking club), Ha-

waiian Club (pidgin, poi and
wahine for any kama ma),Town
Girls (for any coed living off
campus) and Spirits (pep club).

UNCLASSIFIED
Fr. Leonard Kauefr, S.J., invites all hams to his shack in
the basement of Campion Tower
to join the Radio Club. For the
foreign student and cosmopolitan set, S.U-. has an International Club which sponsors both social activities and goodwill between countries. For the serious student, views can be aired
at the Discusison club.
LESS CLASSIFIED
For students whose indifference leaves them without passion, emotion or excitement for
the clubs mentioned, there is
the Apathy Club which was
(dis) organized this past year.
No members seem to care
enough to give out information

about the clandestine group,
however.

Q)
—
«w—
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SCHOLARSHIP HONORARIES
Distinguishing the scholars at
S.U. are honoraries for those
academically inclined. Alpha
Sigma Nu, national Jesuit honor
society, is open to upperclassmen maintaining a 3.5 g.p.a.
Gamma Pi Epsilon is the Jesuit
honorary for women.
Limiting its membership to
15, Silver Scroll selects junior
and senior women on the basis
of a 3.0 g.p.a. and a background
of loyalty and service to the
University.
Honors are given to pre-medical and pre-dental students in
AlphaEpsilon Delta, to the education major in KappaDelta Pi,
to the engineer in Tau Beta Pi
and to the mathematician in Pi
Mv Epsilon.

MILITARY
In the military world, S.U.
offers a voluntary ROTC program. The army program includes the Chieftain Guard drill
team,

the Chieftain Rifles and

the Raiders, a special division.

Women have the opportunity of
joining the Burgundy Bleus drill

Dear Frosh,
The Seattle University SPIRITS would like to take this
opportunity to welcome you to the most spirited campus in the
nation and to wish you well in the coming year.
SPIRITS is an organization composed of two-hundred outstanding students who devote their time and energy to develop
an enthusiastic school spirit. This spirit is the backbone of our
f?reat Chieftain teams and is displayed unabashed at every Chieftain game.

This fall, approximately one-hundred freshmen will be admitted into the organization. You could be one of them. It will
depend entirely upon your willingness to become an active
Seattle University student. And an active Seattle University
student is one who is successful in many endeavors those academic, those spiritual, and those social.

—

Think about it. Can you measure up? Could you be a
SPIRIT? If you think so, keep awake! Because you'll be hearing
more about SPIRITS.

team.

Sincerely yours,
THE ARTS

The artist, whether he be creator or performer,may dedicate
his talents to the music department as a member of the S.U.

Chorale, S.U. Singers, Madrigal
Singers or the Pep Band. Mv
Sigma, the music club, combines service to the music department with an active social
agenda. Musicians can contact
Mr. Carl Pitzer in Bhur Hall.
Aspiring actors may perform
in productions at Teatro Inigo

Timothy W. Fountain
SPIRITS President
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Students Government
Affects All Students

Student government is one of the most vital aspects of campus

life.

The student governing body officially known as the Associated
Students of Seattle University
is run much like the U.S. sys- to pass laws and regulations
tem of government. There are concerning the functions of the
three branches, executive, leg- student body. They ratify appointments made by the presiislative and judicial.
The five elected student body dent and vote on the budget for
officers compose the executive the organizations on campus.
branch. The president serves as
THE JUDICIAL board is comthe official representive to the
administration, faculty and to
both on and off campus groups

and is primarily responsible for
the smooth running of all student activities. He also determines executive policy.

ASSISTING THE president is
the first vice-president who is
chairmen of the senate; the second vice-president who co-ordinates the social and extra curricular activities on campus.
Completing the rostrum of executive officers is the secretary
who manages the ASSU office
and the treasurer who is responsible for alloting the money to
the clubs and organizations.
The legislative branch is the
student senate which is composed of representatives from
each class.
These students meet weekly

posed of three members of the
sophomore, junior and senior
classes. They meet when matters arise concerning constitutionality of legislation or disputes over elections.
An addition to student government this year is the advisory READY FOR THE JOB AHEAD: ASSU
council cabinet which consists officers gather around Gary Meisenburg,
of thirteen students. They serve ASSU president, after the elections last
in an advisory capacity to the
president and to the committees spring quarter. They are from left: Brent

on campus.

'Maximum Satisfaction Goat:
1

Seattle Coed Dies

Rosalyn Kolpack of Seattle,
an S.U. junior majoring in home
economics, died June 25 after
a long illness. Burial was in

halls.
And Saga wants to make campus eating a two-way street.
"We hope to make our service
at S.U. a profitable and rewarding experience, both for students and Saga," said Jim
Wedge, the organization's Washington State manager.

Special Contoured Bed Sheers Are Available
Upon Your Arrival At Campion Tower
If You Have Not Already Ordered, Please
Use The Order Blank Below
Send it to:

RICK FRIEDHOFF. PROJECT CHAIRMAN
103 N. 178th
Seattle. Washington 98133
Pillow Cases and Towels Also Available Upon Arrival

-

Saga Offers Variety to Campus Meals

free-lance dorm cooks in the
By PETE WEBB
Herzl Memorial Park.
nation.
Kolpack
past
opService,
was a
presSaga Food
Miss
ident of United Synagogue timistic about its ability to
THE ENTIRE S.U. operation
Youth, and a member of Herzl
in
culistudent
needs
is
the responsibility of Gary
serve
Conservative Congregation.
nary areas, will take over pre- Christofferson, food service diparing food in campus dining rector, who is supervised by

DORM MEN

r

Vaughters, treasurer; Dan DeLeuw, second vice president; Paul Bader, first vice
president; Tom Grimm, publicity director,
and Marianne Fattorini, secretary.

Sponsored by ALPHA KAPPA PSI
Professional Business Fraternity

-

;

i Please Reserve No
Sets of Contoured Sheets [
■ at $6.50 per Set. Two sheets to a set.

I ADDRESS

!
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WELCOME FRESHMEN

,

Stake out your trail early to

MONTHLY STATEMENTS!
25? MONTHLY
SERVICE CHARGE
PEOPLES BANK
CHECKMASTER

INSTANT SERVICE

19c

25c
Malts ... 25c
OldFashioned
14c
"Town's Best11 Fries
Cold Drinks (12-oz.)
10c
22c
Delicious Sundaes

9

B^^^^^^^^B

LOADS OF PARKING
Meet Your Friends!

§■ Z^ljS

PEOPLES
NATIONAL
BANK

H|^">H
HII H

HIkDH

OP^ Doily

Bjj|jS*^^j^^E

11 a.m. to 2 a.m.

On Broadway off Olive Way
Also
"" Wallingford District
Holman Road

at:

* Bellevue

" Lake City

FOOD USED in the dining
halls is to be procured on a bid
basis from local suppliers, according to Wedge, who noted
that Saga's criteria of "quality,
service and price, in that order," apply strictly to all buying.

Campus MealTimes

During the coming year,
meals will be served in campus dining halls at the follow-

DICK'S DRIVE IN
Hamburgers
Cheeseburgers

by Saga personnel according to

menus worked out by the firm's
home office in Palo Alto, Calif.
Wedge.
Student diners will be offered
Under Christofferson are managers for each cafeteria. Bill at least two and often three enShaw will manage Campion; trees at each meal in addition
John Cordes, Bellarmine; Bob to two or three salads, desserts
Newton, Marycrest, and Cy Nik- and beverages, according to
Wedge.
el, the Chieftain.
Steak night will be every SatRESIDENT students are of- urday. Individual steaks will be
fered two different meal plans broiled over a charcoal pit with
at S.U. A 21-meal plan provides an additional entree offered for
for three complete meals a day. those who do not want steak.
(Non-residents eating on SaturThe alternate is for 16 meals
breakfast and dinner seven days days must pay $1.85 for dinner.)
Saga is bringing several ina week with lunch provided on
weekends.
novations to S.U.
Students who have meal cards
Saga will provide the opporon the 21-meal plan will be re- tunity for on-campus jobs rangquired to eat at their respective ing from those of fry cooks to
dorms to facilitate Saga's meal bus boys. Saga pays $1.25 an
planning. The lunch will in- hour. Job information is availclude at least two courses plus able from Col. Michael Dolan in
short-orders and choice of des- the S.U. placement office in the
serts, beverages and salads.
bookstore.
Wedge pointed out that with
Meal tickets will not be sold
to non-residents, said Wedge. a manager in the dining room
time, "Any student
But non-residents will be able during meal
who
doesn't
like
what he is bedining
to buy
hall meals for 65 ing served,
or the service he
gets, can have something done
about it, now."

—

SAGA, WHICH was awarded
the contract to service campus
eating facilities earlier this
year, is a national firm which
provides food on some 200 campuses. Among its customers in
Washington are Gonzaga, Whitworth and Western Washington.
"Our goal is maximumsatisfaction for our customers, and if
wecan't accomplish this at S.U.,
we might as well give up at all
the other colleges we serve,"
said Wedge.
Strong words?
Maybe. But then, pointedout
Wedge, Saga has more experience behind it than half of the

j

! NAME

cents for breakfast, 85 cents for
lunch and $1.25 for dinner.
ALL MEALS WILL be prepared in residence hall kitchens

FREE CUSTOMER PARKING & DRIVE-IN WINDOW
At our nearby "Seattle U Branch"

(We call it FIRST HILL

—

1122 Madison Street)

ing times:
CAMPION TOWER
Monday-Friday
7-8:15 a.m.
Breakfast
Lunch
11:30-1:30 p.m.
Dinner
5-6:30 p.m.
Saturday-Sunday
Breakfast
7:30-9 a.m.
Lunch
11:30-1 p.m.
Dinner
4:30-6 p.m.

BELLARMINE HALL
Monday-Thursday
7-8:15 a.m.
Breakfast

Lunch
11:30-1:30 p.m.
Dinner
5-6:30 p.m.
MARYCREST HALL
Monday-Thursday
7-8:15 a.m.
Breakfast
5-6:30 p.m.
Dinner
SNACK BAR SERVICE
Monday-Friday
Xavier
9 a.m.-3 p.m.
Camoion
8-10:30 p.m.
Chieftain
7 a.m.-4 p.m.
Bellarmine
9 a.m.-3 p.m.
Monday-Thursday
8-10.30 p.m.
Bellarmine
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Washington State
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Saima Washmgion
Seattle University
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Washington

These are the gals to watch for
trend-setting styles. Come meet
them in our store, they'll show
you everything smashing in
fashion for you this fall!
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Woman's College
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by Villager! See our homespun
collection of qo-toqethers and
all-togethers that includes skirts,
shirts, heathery wool and mini-print
suits, shirtwaists and unusual

Visit our colorful little "Country" nook
'it-

'
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The Public Library is only a short distance from
the S.U. campus. Like many buildings in Seattle
it has a fountain.

The Space Needle has become one
of Seattle's best known landmarks. The
revolving restaurant makes a complete
turn each hour.

Places to Go and to See in Seattle
Students visiting Seattle for the first time will find many points
of interest throughout the city. Many are within a short distance of
the campus and provide a place for inexpensive entertainment or just
a place to get away from studies for a few moments. The pictures on
these pages only show a few of these spots. One of the most frequently
visited areas is the Seattle Center, the old World's Fair grounds.

This scene re-

flects one of Saattle's favorite
recreations. It is
the annual opening of the yachting
THE U. OF

W. ARBORETUM CONTAINS TREES FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD

season.

THE SPECTATOR
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The Seattle Art Museum is in Volunteer
Park, north of the
S.U. campus.

THE SEATTLE CENTER FOUNTAIN
The fountain providesa colorful spectacle at night.

THIS NEWLY constructed totem pole overlooks part of
Seattle's industrial area. This view is from West Seattle.

August 30, 196i16
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ROTC
WELCOMES THE CLASS OF
1970
ROTC OFFERS THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES FOR FRESHMEN

" EARN A COLLEGE DEGREE IN A

I^^^
|^_.
ftli k

FIELD OF YOUR CHOICE, INCLUDING
MILITARY SCIENCE

ii^l Idft

HlitaSil

*

pMßfefej^

*
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H^^
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FULFILL YOUR MILITARY OBLIGATION
AS AN officer

experience

l^^^^^m^^^^^m
*raa^^BßjT** iB^^^^^^^^^^^mMßSilßCTaMl
'

DRILL TEAM

;v

CLASSROOM INSTRUCTION
LEARNING AND APPLYING
TEACHING METHODS

A COMMISSION AT

RECEIVE $40 PER MONTH IN YOUR
JUNIOR AND SENIOR YEARS

technical

'^^

r

DRILL

QUALIFY FOR

* GAIN VALUABLE LEADERSHIP AND

HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHb
LEADERSHIP...

"

j'BP^lT^^^S^^*

"

Mt^
E 'T^":~^^&'.4A
WE9r

I

Itl
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FIELD TRAINING...
COUNTERINSURGENCY
HAND-TO-HAND COMBAT
MOUNTAINEERING

/^

I

Bpjj
KB|^|

ROTC FROSH ORIENTATION
"

HAND-TO-HAND COMBAT
FREE HOT DOGS & SOFT DRINKS

— SEPTEMBER

I 1 :45

...

crnTCUDcn

rII
o.U.
OYM
/>vii

in

IV

SOCIAL ACTIVITIES...

cUlehaw""^

SCABBARD AND BLADE
association of the u.s. army
DINNER-DANCES

j
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27 Honored for Work

at

ROTC Summer Camp
will serve as battalion commanders. Heltsley will be in
charge of all juniors and their
training during fall quarter.
Gaffney led S.U. cadets in the
physical training test with a
score of 488. Perfect for the
test is 500, with S.U.s average
being 421.
Overall, S.U. cadets averaged
76.5 out of a possible 100 points
in the camp grading system.

While most S.U. students spent
the summer working in their
home towns, 46 ROTC cadets
spent their "vacation" working
for Uncle Sam at summer camp
at Fort Lewis, Wash.
Once again, S.U. made a good

showing.
An unusually high percentage,
27 out of 46, were chosen to re-

ceive the Distinguished Military Student award which enables them to receive a regular
Army commission when they go
on active duty, if they wish. Cadets who do not receive the
award get a reserve commission
upon graduation.

Cadets attack model Vietnamese village at summer camp
30
Neuman, Joe have been chosen for high posiper cent of the cadets earn the Frediani, Richard
Riebe,
Brian Gain, tions in the S.U. cadet brigade
Camden,
Jay
DMS award.
and
Joe
this year. McWilliams, who finGaffney.
Cadets who received the Bob Frause
performance
ished
second among S.U. caAs
of
his
McWilliams,
a
result
Larry
award were
dets
attended camp, will
as
who
was
chosen
camp,Gaffney
Noel,
Myat
Kokoburn,
Roger
Ray
as executive ofGaffney
S.U.
this
assist
brigade
commander
at
Heltsley,
John
ron Tong, Ray
Schorr, Ron Espiritu, Perron year by Col. Robert Matter, pro- ficer.
KOKOBUN, Noel and Tong
Carnell, Jim Freeman, John fessor-of military science. GaffGrisham, Bill Kay, John Mc- ney, a pre-law student in acManus, Bob Pohl, Buzz Furseth, counting from Seattle, placed
cadets at camp. Draff Poses Problem
Bill Dick, Larry Lorenz, Em- first amongS.U.
a
as
result
of their rankSalmon,
Mike
Jim
Also
Lane,
mett
Dearey, Dick Ambrose, Francis ing at camp, five other cadets
ORDINARILY, only about

S.U. SOLDIERS averaged 51.1
in rifle firing. Sixty is the cutoff line for qualification as an
expert.
Gonzaga cadets took top honors in both firing and physical
training. The Gonzagans were
aided, however, by the fact that
they had only12 cadets at camp,
making it easier to attain a
high average.
Washington State won first
place for schools with 20 or
more cadets attending camp.
S.U. shooters placed fifth.

JOE GAFFNEY

Deferment Procedure Important
By EARL LANE
The competition to enter

and stay in college has
never been keener, but
many college-aged men are
finding that the most troublesome hurdle to academic longevity is not the admissions
board, but the draft board.
Students at S.U. and colleges
throughout the country face the
unpleasant prospect of being in
good standing with the University but not with their local
draft boards.
ENTERING freshmen and returning students alike can take
positive steps to assure, as best
as possible, that their education
will not be interrupted by an
unexpected call from Selective

Service.
The most important step is
enrollment in a full-time program of study. Selective Service allows colleges to establish
their own full-time standards.
S.U. considers 12 or more quarter hours as full time. Under
Selective Service policies announced last June, a student
must make a full year's progress toward a degree within
the 12-month period after entrance.

SPIRIT IS TO KILL: Cadet Noel Gilbrough seems to take
the spint of the bayonet to heart in this exercise at summer camp at Ft. Lewis. Bayonet was one of the many
military skills the cadets learned while at camp.

Freshman students are no
longer eligible tor 11-S student
deferments under the new guidelines, but attendance at college
is taken into consideration. Deferments are given after the

Selective Service
Numbers Needed
Male students who wish
their status reported to their
local draft board must have
their selective service number and the address of their
board at registration,according to Mr. John McLelland,
director of admissions.
If a student gives his number at registration it will be
considered authorization to
report to the draft board. If
he does not wish the University to report, he should not
give the number.
The University reports
whether a student is enrolled
as a full-time student, if a

student leaves school, and,
at the end of spring quarter,
the ranking of students in
each class.

student completes one full year
of college, depending on his
academic standing.
The Selective Service has established a detailed ranking system to help determine the draft
status of students past the freshman year. The system is based
on grade point average and total
credit hours completed.

INGENERAL, under the ranking system, a student must be
in the upper half of his sophomore class, the upper two-

"WELCOME BACK TO CAMPUS"

Follow the tradition

from frosh to senior
IT'S THE

in the dark about handling
light service?
Simple. Call us if you're moving in and want
to open an account -or moving out and want to
close one. That's our business (electric service,
not moving). The number is MUtual 2-3000.
Same nice round number for free range or
water heater repair.

your Seattle City Light

TAX PAYING SELF SUPPORTING CITY OWNED

5 POINT CLEANERS
FOR 20 YEARS
10% Discount All Year 'Round

To Students and Faculty
Just say, "Seattle U," when you bring us your cleaning

We're located across from the Chieftain

1000 E. Madison

EA 4-4112

thirds of his junior class and
the upper three-fourths of his
senior class. Students enrolled
in undergraduate programs that
require more than four years
must also rank in the upper
three-fourths of their particular
group.
Draft board officials remind
undergraduates to make sure
the University sends their grade
information to the students' local boards. Such procedure is
done automatically by S.U.s
registrar unless students request
the information be withheld. Selective Service officials also emphasize that such a request usually decreases the student's
chances for deferment and
brings the possibility of rapid
induction.
The Selective Service also encourages students to take the
recently established Selective
Service Test.
STUDENTS WHO score 70 or
above on the test need not necessarily meet the risky criteria
of class ranking. Although a
score of 70 is usually sufficient
for deferment, a higher score
may be required by particular
local draft boards that are having difficulties fulfilling the

draft

quotas.

Quotas announced for September and October are at the highest level since the Korean War.
Draft officials speculate that
the new quotas may raise the
minimum grade for deferment
in more than a few local areas.
In any case, officials remind,
draft boards look at the stu-

dent's highest rating, whether
it be class ranking or test score.
Eligible men should consider
the Army ROTC program at
S.U. Men in ROTC are automatically deferred until graduation even if more than four
years are required for the fulfillment of requirements.
DRAFT OFFICIALS emphasize that college males should
plan to make speedy progress
toward degree requirements
with no changes of major, if
possible. Students who take
more than four years for a fouryear program are likely draft
targets.
Finally, officials remind that
the obtaining of a student deferment by no means exempts
college students from their military obligation. Upon obtainment of a student deferment a
student's age for draft eligibility
is extended from 26 to 35.
The tightening of draft regulations means students can expect to seemilitary service after
graduation. But conscientious
regard for Selective Service
guidelines can help take the uneasiness out of the draft for college students, making military
service well-anticipated rather
than a bothersome interruption
in college plans.
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Coeds Seek Variety
In Collegiate Wardrobe
By SHARON FERGUSON

The feminine fashion picture on campus this year
will emphasize class, comfort and ease in care. These
three C's of the fashion world are essential to the wardrobe of any coed.
Fashion this season fea- es the round toes, buckles and
tures the Western and London straps.
looks with emphasis on corduFOR CAMPUS walking the
roy. Suits, jumpers and skirts
eyelet-tie
loafer is among the
pant-suit
as well as the
combinations are being shown in this most popular new look. Girls
who prefer a different look will
fabric.
find many manufacturers feaKNITS ARE always in style. turing the extended sole look
The coed with a knit suit or that up to now has been promdress will find it a welcome as- inent in men's shoe fashions.
For dress occasions, low or
set to her wardrobe for AWS
functions, Sunday Mass and stacked heels and shoes with
dress dorm dinners. Especially sling backs are still in.
appropriate for the dressy look
Rainwear is an essential for
are the double knit fabrics.
all S.U. coeds for protection
Always versatile and neat from Seattle rains.

looking is the tweed family of
fabrics that are good standbys
for any college wardrobe. They
can be used for campus wear
or dressed up with accessories
for work or town.
The always popular skirt and
sweater combinations will again
be a hit among the coeds. Jumpers also will be a part of most
wardrobes.
Those that can be worn with
different blouses and sweaters
are most popular because one
basic jumper can serve as several different outfits. And smart
for any occasion is a basic

THE LIGHT-WEIGHT classic
style rain coat has been the
most popular up to now, but
with the theatrical emphasis on
spy shows the trench coats are
gaining ground. Coats made
from wrinkle-free fabrics are
most appropriate because many
students will sit through class
with their coats on.
Boots and umbrellas are also
part of the rain wardrobe. S.U.
coeds prefer the low-cut or
ankle-high boot for the Seattle

scene.

For dorm wear most girls will
find variations of the shift dress
most comfortable and approALTHOUGH mini-skirts and priate.
long socks have been widely
The cue to being the bestpublicized as the new look, few dressed coed on campus is to
S.U. coeds have taken up the choose clothes that are becomfad. Skirt lengths for campus ing to your figure, personality
attire are mid-knee for the A- and activities, that will give a
skirt and slim or straight skirt. smart look and still be comfortFoot fashionthis season stress- able and easy to care for.

sheath.

HOUSE SPSCIALTIES
THE CANUCk— Canadian Bacon & Tomatoes

>
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HA WAi lAN~~Ham a«dl>l«eapple
Salami, Be*f, S*Msage
HE-MAN-Peperoni
2- 80
»- 40
««W

FRIDAY SPECIAL— OIives, Onions, Shrimp,

MmHrO ° m
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P»CKLES, LEHUCE. TARTAR SAUCE

MEATBALLS. P»ZZA SAUCi. CHEESE
M
M 0
STROMBOLI
Salami. Onion*,
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FOUR MEATS. PIZZA SAUCE. CHEESE

M«*Hroo ms W. Sausa^

SlNK_Ev»ry*hin
4.70
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SANDWICHgS
ITALIAN~~"
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TO BE BEST DRESSED: Pat Kennedy
(upper left) models a corduroy suit which
is popular on campus. Terri Shank, (left)
AVVS president, rests outside S.U.s bookstore. She is wearing a skirt and sweater,
a combination which is very common for
everyday wear to classes. George Knudson (above) is dressed in a sports coat.
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Campus Fashions:

Practicality Key Word for Males
cludes a variety of dress shirts
in light color shades, with short
sleeves preferred for classroom
comfort.

Despite the advent of the
"new London look" that is
sweeping the high school crowd,
college-bound fashion buffs
should think twice before investing meager savings in such

Permanent pressed sport

shirts and slacks offer convenience with good looks and are
a blessing for the dorm-bound

clothes.

As always, the college student's best bet in wardrobe selection is a conservative, wellplanned array of casual fashions. Practicality is the key
word. The wide-wale corduroy
suits of the "new London look"
will probably not give the comfort demanded in the daily
grind of class attendance.
A well-planned wardrobe in-

classic V-neck variety in solid
colors.
Although Seattle does get a
good deal of rain, the amount is
not extraordinary.Boots are not
essential but black umbrellas

provide good protection from
the misty type of rain that is
common to Seattle.

student in particular.
Shoes also should be chosen
A dark suit for formal dress
comfort in mind. Loafers
and several light sport jackets withgood
are
for wear to class. Tendating
foi casual
at downtown nis
shoes are also a must for
night spots are in order.
intramural activities and so
forth.
styles
and
SWEATERS IN all

colors are never outdated on the

CLOTHES SELECTION for
the dorm student presents particular problems due to the lack
of storage space. Smoking jackets are not needed, but students
should remember items such as
bathrobes and sweatshirts for
dorm lounging.
In general, the dorm student
Fashions change for nuns, too.
Black pumps and sheer black should leave home any items he
After 113 years, the Sisters of hose will complete the new look thinks may be of little use to
him. Seattle stores are convenCharity of Providence are aban- for the Providence sisters.
The sisters are a familiar iently located to campus, afforddoning their traditional habit for
part of campus life both from ing an opportunity for students
a floor length dress with pleated
their role as professors and as to buy more clothes as the need
skirt, elbow-length cape and a students.
arises.
tight-fiting white linen head
piece. In its place will be a
jumper type dress with a belted
waist, a hem line that rises to
mid-calf and a modified head
piece with an off the face white
ASSU President Gary Meisen- policy. James Dolliver, execuband and shoulder length veil. berg and 13 other student lead- tive assistant to Gov. Dan
Some variations will be per- ers will attend the Northwest Evans, and Judge Matthew Hill
of the Washington State Sumitted in the habit to suit the Collegiate Leaders Conference preme
Court.
sisters' individual tastes. The Sept. 9-11 in Spokane.
Representing S.U. along with
The conference at Whitworth
hem line can be set between
mid-calf and ankle length. Plea- College will bring student and Meisenberg will be Marianne
ted skirts may be substituted civic leaders togetherto discuss Fattorini, Tom Grimm, Rick
for the A-line and cuffs may the relevance of ethical leader- Friedoff, Chuck Taylor, Kathy
O'Rourke, Walt Havens, Allison
ship.
be added to the habit.
Fry, Terry Barber, Emmett
Speakers
leaders
and
seminar
Rather than the convernous
Lane, Terry Shank, Mary Jo Lopockets that were a part of the will include Dr. Walter Judd, gan,
and
Tom Hamilton and Pat
congressman
former
U.S.
habit,
old
the sisters will now outspoken critic of Viet Nam Bradley.
carry a small black clutch
college campus.

Particularly

popular of late have been the

Providence Nuns Become
Fashion Conscious, Too

IT HASN'T RAINED all summer but senior Cassie Read
finds rain clothes necessary in the Broderick fountain
on Campus When fall comes, even those who don't care
to stroll Lujugh the fountain will find a raincoat and
umbrella a must.
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10% Dry CleaningDiscountfor SUStudents
1221 East Madison St.
Seattle, Wash. 98122

Phone
EA 2-3311
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BACK

to Spokane Meet

YOUR SMILES

READY!"

STUDENTS

Terri

TERRI PAGNI
1967 Aegis Editor

We are more than proud to be able to
Serve you again as your Official Aegis Yearbook Photographer.
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1426 sth
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Seminars
Offered

By JUDY YOUNG
Most people, including S.U.
students, are not aware that
S.U. has two humanities honors
programs. The more famous is
the freshman honors, but equally important to what Fr. Thomas O'Brien, S.J., calls S.U.s
"progressive, positive criticism
of American higher education,"
the senior honors.
Both are seminar-type courses
of which the purpose is to historically integrate the fields of
literature, philosophy, theology,
history and science together
with the basic disciplines of
reading,writing and speaking.

Go Back To The Books...
In Style! F*B Varsity Row!

FRESHMAN honors is a twoyear scholarship program open
to all students who qualify. Senior honors is a one-year nonscholarship program open to
juniors and seniors.
These two separate programs
developed from one honors
course inaugurated at S.U. by
Fr. O'Brien in the fall of 1958.
Fr. O'Brien is now director of
both programs.
A total of 50 students have
registered for the honors programs this fall. Senior honors
is still open to students who
wish to enroll.

Kb

JBbBM

hi

H

Bl

THE 26 STUDENTS who have
been accepted to the freshman
honors program are: (from Seattle) Paul Bride, Michael Sargent, Michael Tully and Daniel
Weber, Seattle Prep; Berton
Harrison, Foster; Jerome Gris-

fold, Blanchet; Migael Pease,
Sealth; Alan Powell, Lakeside;
Gerald Buss, Timothy Flanigan,

Jeanne Harrie, Gail Kennelly,
Terry Lavallee, Richard Schrieber, Michele Seaman and Barbara Trachte, S.U.
From other Washington cities
will be Emma Bezy, Lakes,
} akew o o d Center; Robert
'trousseau, Brad Doyle, Robert
Sturgill, Gonzaga Prep, Spokane; Richard Laßelle, KentMeridian,Kent, and Carl Case,
Port Angeles.
The two out of staters who
have been accepted into the program are Robert Hayes, Great
Falls Central, Great Falls,
Mont., and Francisco Maribona,
Central Catholic, Portland, Ore.

- -

From Colegio Mater Puris-

sima, Lima, Peru, comes

Hume.

Robin

Nursing Act

Provides S.U.
With Grant
S.U.s School of Nursing was
awarded a $25,753 grant by the
U.S. Public Health Service last
month to finance the first year
of a three-year program for improvednurses training.

Purpose of the grant, which

had been recommended for S.U.
by the National Advisory Council on Nurse Training, is to improve nursing skills beingtaught

at S.U.
The grant was issued under
provisions of the Nurse Training
Act of 1964.
S.U. also will share in a $280,159 one-year program of heart
research being conducted with

—

Here's the Natural look, slim line styling that's fresh for Freshmen and great
plain front, low
for graduate students. Slender, easy, natural shoulder coat
bottoms,
cuffs or not as you wish. Take a
rise trousers tapered to narrow
Varsity
you'll
look at F-B
Row Suits
find more of the wanted shades
wide size selection actually the most of everything that's new in the natural
look. Best deal, too!

—

—

other Seattle area institutions,
according to Dr. Robert Levennounced the grant.
Dr. George Santisteban, associate professor and acting head

of the biology, will conduct laboratory studies relating to the
'development of cardial disease

search Center.

50

42 -47
50

eon, president of the Washington
State Heart Association, who an-

in chronic alcoholic.
Other institutions participating
with S.U. in similar projects are
U.W. Medical Center, Providence Hospital,King County Research Center, Pacific Research
Foundation, Children's Orthonedic Hospital and Research
Center and Virginia Mason Re-

—

—

cmmn -*—

Faliey^BroGknirW

Men's Clothing Specialists

Pine at 4th

...and Northgate
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Lessens Financial Woes:

Insurance Coverage Available
If a student rushing to
an 8:10 class happens to
fall and break a leg, his
resulting financial worries
should be less if he has subscribed to S.U.s new insurance
plan.
Twenty-four hour daily coverage is availablefor $7.80 a quarter. If purchased during fall registration, students can buy 12month coverage for $23.95. Married students also can provide

for their dependents through the
policy designed specifically for
S.U.

on covered accidents occurring
during the policy term. Choice
of doctor and hospital is up to
the student.
Accident benefits include hospital board and room, physician
and surgeon, registered graduate nurses, plaster and casts,
wheel chair rental, operating
room and anesthesia, prescription drugs, x-rays, laboratory
services, ambulance service and

Your $960 A Year
-Only A Beginning—

THE COVERAGE includes vacations. A 20-day grace period
between terms allows for renewal. The policy pays benefits
whether or not illiness or accident requires hospitalization.An
unallocated amount up to $1,000,
which may be used as necessary when ordered by the at- physical therapy.
Sickness benefits include up
tending physician, will be paid
to $24 a day hospitalization for
a maximum of 30 days. When
sickness which doesn't require
hospitalization occurs, up to $50
for diagnostic x-ray and lab fees
will be paid. Surgical treatment
not requiring hospitalization allows for up to $400.

OFFICE AND home calls are
not covered by the policy. The
policy excludes coverage on eye
examinations, childbirth and
preventive medicines.
Claims must be filled and bills
submitted within 90 days after
treatment date of a covered
service.
The S.U. insurance policy is
handled by Metzker & Associates, Insurance Consultants, and
underwritten by National Health
By MAGGIE KENNEDY
Insurance. Mike Hosterman. a
Seattle insurance man, will be
College is expensive, and the price of an education in a private
S.U.s consultant.
university can become critical.
The policy will be sold during
Tuition at S.U, is $960 this year, but that is only the beginning.
registration only.
Costs of a place to sleep, food
In addition to the student in- to eat and books to read can $10 matriculation fee charged
surance program, students en- be disastrous to the puny bank at the first registration.
rolled for ten or more credit account scraped together during
There are other various and
hours will be eligible for stu- the summer. It can be depleted sundry fees. Students pay a $6
in one registration.
building fee each quarter. And
dent health center benefits.
a $27 fee covers library serTHERE ARE hidden ex- vices, health center charges and
OPERATED ON a 24-hour
subscriptions to the campus
basis by Miss Philomena Bis- penses, too.
Tuition is payable in quarterly yearbook and newspaper.A stop
ciglia, R.N., day nurse, and Dr.
due at reg- for books and supplies in the
Gerhard Carroll, the health cen- installments of $320$10
for every campus bookstore which offers
ter is located in Bellarmine, istration. But add
room 106.
credit hour past 16. Add also a intriguing paperbacks,
station—
EMERGENCY? Not quite in this case but if there should
ary and novelties will cost $3040.
be an emergency, this is the place S.U. students should
Among the expenses not ofun
report to
the emergency clinic at Providence Hospital.
into account in preliminadmitting
taken
escorted
to
the
Friedhoff
is
in
Not-so-sick Rick
budgeting,
but an expense
ary
more
called
wheels,
commonly
For those students with
room by Valeria Kautzkay, who will be a senior in S.U.s
important to heavy readers, is
may either purchase
cars,
challenge.
S.U.
offers
a
Students
School of Nursing this year.
the five-cent a day fine for late
on-campus parking permits or seek and try to find space on
charged by the S.U. and
books
busy
surrounding
campus.
the
streets
city libraries.
Parking permits will be sold from 10 a.m.- 3 p.m. Sept.
PRINTERS
23 at the ASSU office in the Chieftain. The student parking
ON-CAMPUS living requires
area is bordered to the south by Campion Tower, the men's
large check. Room and board,
a
LITHOGRAPHERS
mm »
by
Broadway;
by
west
to
the
north
E.
James
dorm;
TO®^
to the
including
16 meals a week, will
$5
Aye.
quarter.
by
Eleventh
Cost is per
St.; to the east
cost $812 a year. For 21 meals,
publishers
advice for the students who accept the
There
is
some
3-0650
the charge is $887, exclusive of
challenge of finding spots on the busy streets. First, have a
telephone service and residence
meters,
handy
change
for
and
take
an
8
a.m.
car,
BINDERS
ESTABLISHED 1913
small
dues. Linens, towels and bedding
class to beat the crowds.
are not supplied.
Meter parking is located north and south on Broadway.
Board and room are paid in
Non-meter parking is available for two-hour limits on Twelfth
quarterly installments.
Aye. and on Madison. From Thirteenth Aye. up the hill to
Nineteenth Avenue between Cherry and Madison more nonAfter the prepaid deposit of
Seattle, Washington 98122
meter parking can be found.
$70, Plan Iwith 21 meals re169 Twelfth Avenue
quires $319 fall quarter, $284
winter quarter and $214 spring
quarter. Plan II with 16 meals
costs $294 fall quarter. $259 winter quarter and $109 spring

—

—

Parking Around Campus
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MeKAY printing company

Welcome Back!
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Anticipated
ANNUAL RATE

Compounded and
payable quarterly
UNION FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

"The place everyone's shouting about"
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HAPPY HOUR 7-8 Monday Thursday
EA 2-9602

—

1021 E. Pike

—

Washington State Liquor Card Required

quarter.
In all, costs excluding personal expenses can add up to about
$1,000 for non-resident students
and about $2,100 for dorm stu-

dents.

FINANCIAL aid is available
students through the
S.U. treasurer's office.
Hidden personal expenses can
bring an abrupt end to any highliving. Laundry in the dorm is
done with coin-operated machines. A quarter washes and a
dime begins to dry.
Vending machines in the
dorms dispense snacks ranging
from a dime to 50 cents. ATiJ
Seattle bus fare is 25 cents.
Newspaper subscriptions are
$2.50 monthly.
to needy

THEATERS in the S.U. neighborhood usually cost $1 for students. Downtown theaters range
from $1.25-$3.50. Student productions and on-campus dances
cost about $1 for S.U. students.
The campus coffee house has
Budgets vary with the individual student, however. And
each can choose whether to live
within a rieid budget or sperH
more money on extras.
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S.U.s DIAMONDS: Pat Layman, frosh orientation chair-

man, points to this year's theme on the bulletin board

outside the student union building, the Chieftain. Watching him are his assistants Mary Jo Logan, left, and Teresa Mcßride.

Fr. Fitterer Lauds
Editorial
School
-

An editorial in the Seattle portunities, educated manpow
Post Intelligencer suggesting er, new knowledge and an imgreater financial contributions proved social and political cliby private citizens to higher ed- mate.
"FEW PEOPLE ever think of
ucation was lauded by tie Rev.
in a posiJohn Fitterer, S.J., president of themselves as being
S.U., in a letter to the editor tion to act in a philanthropic
manner. Yet the federal governdated Aug. 20.
ment encourages the private inthe
related
diThe editorial
dividual to consider the possibilunivercolleges
and
lemma of
ity
of becoming a philanthropist
sities in trying to meet the edenacting a series of laws to
ucational needs of their students by
while, at the same time, at- promote giving to educational
tempting to further improve- institutions.
"These laws apply to those
ments and to better teaching
modest incomes and estates
with
staffs.
and to those with substantial
property. These laws
MONEY IS HARD to get and, funds and to
provide support to
result, many schools are enable us
as
a
* falling back of the federal gov- colleges and universities on a
scale that perhaps few have
ernment, said the editorial.
considered."
ever
is the text of Fr. Fitter-

■S^*k.
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's letter.
"May Ioffer my appreciation Fr. Murray Dies in Africa
r your splendid article, 'The
Memorial Mass was said Aug.
Case for Education,' in the Aug. 22 for Fr. John Murray, S.J.,
12 edition of The Post-Intel- who died in an automobile ac
ligencer.
cident in Zambia, Africa.
Fr. Murray, who was assigned
"Support for higher education
mission at Chinan investment in the re- to the Jesuit
in Zambia, taught at
sources needed to provide a gombe Prep
from 1958-60.
healthy growth of business op- Seattle

»
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Fine Arts Department Started

de- arts department seeks to prov- person." Each area in the new
fall ide the element of a liberal program is interrelated and basto form S.U.s new Fine Arts education which distinguishes ed on a strong liberal arts foundepartment, Dr. Joseph Galluc- the truly refined and cultural dation.

Art, music and drama
partments will merge this

ci,chairman, announced.
Both the programand courses

Aid Set Up to Tame
Hair-Raiser Problem

have been completely revised.
An A.B. in Fine Arts concentrating in art or music and an
A.B. in drama are offered.
Professional training in art,
drama, and music is not stressBy SHARON FERGUSON
ed in the department.Basic comgoal.
From bankbook to bankruptcy, finances are a probpetency ineach area is the
The ability of the area major lem to the college-bound student.
graduateto pursue further study
How to finance the next four years of their life is a
will depend on individual talent
problem
that most finanand special gifts.
Students in fine arts must ciers would find hair-rais- much lower rate of interest than
satisfy the core curriculum re- ing, but somehow college a regular bank loan.
quirements and those of the Col- students from coast to coast
A job placement service is allegeof -Arts and Science as des- find the answer.
available to students. Off
so
cribed in the Bulletin of InTo assist the S.U.-bound stu- campus listings are supplied by
Arts
se- dent in finding a way to pay
formation. The Fine
quence and social science are for his education, many avenues 1,000 Seattle area businesses
required for all subject majors. of financial assistance are open. who need part-time help. Last
Drama majors must take 12
year 986 firms listed jobs with
hours of psychology and Art
THE TRADITIONAL scholar- the placement service. Some
FINE ARTS: Fr. Robert Popisil, S.J., works on a bronze and Music majors take the lanships given for academic excel- 860
sclupture. Bronze sculpturing is one of the many courses guage sequence.
students registered for emlence have paid the major part
department.
which will be offered in the new fine arts
Dr. Gallucci said, "The fine of the college bill for many stu- ployment and 387 found posidents on the basis of academic tions.
achievement (3.0 g.p.a. or betPROCEDURE for using this
ter) and on financial need.
The National Defense Loans service is simple and free. Stuare a relatively painless way of dents wanting part-time work
aiding in paying the college bill. register with the receptionist in
section of the BookUnder this program a student the office
can borrow up to $1,000 each store. They are then free to
the bulletin board where
academic year and up to $5,000 check
the jobs have been posted. The
Repayment
for
his
education.
Students,
Faculty
Discount fo S. U.
of the loans does not start until students obtain the address and
number of the prospecnine
months after graduation.If phone
Special 4 Hour Service
the student is in education, the tive employer from the recepborrower will be relieved of 10 tionist and contact the firm for
Close fo Campus
per cent for each year spent in an interview.
one of these professions up to
Students are free to use the
from
Marycrest
2 blocks
referral center at any time.
50% of the loan.
Approximately 150 on-campus
IFTHE BORROWER joins the jobs
are available through the
Corps,
Peace
Vista or serves in
work-study
federally
the armed forces immediately program. supported
The programis espeafter graduation, the loan need cially designed
to assist students
not be repaid until service is
from lower income families.
completed.
Salaries for the jobs range from
Assistance is also available $1.25 an hour to $3 for more spethrough Educational Opportuni- cialized
work.
ty grants. These are grants that
The procedure for obtaining
need not be repaid and are
available to students who could financial assistance is simple.
not attend school without aid.
THOSE APPLYING for a
The grants range from $200-$BOO
scholarship, grant, loan or for
depending on financial need.
work in the work-study program
GUARANTEED loans are an- must have their parents fill out
other program of borrowing. a parents' confidential stateThe loan is similar to the Na- ment. These statements of finMAin 4-6636
1209 Madison
tional Defense Loan but is ob- ancial need assist the loanoffice
tained through local banks and in determining the kind and
is paid back to the bank at a amount of assistance that is
best suited for each student.
Students who need help financing the major part of their
education may find a package
deal most acceptable. Such a
"I'M INVITING YOU TO COME IN
program might include a grant,
a loan and a job under the workstudy program.
For the coming year $300,000
has been allotted to students

IWELCOME
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through the National Defense

Loan program, $58,000 through
the Educational Opportunity
Grants, and approximately
$167,000 will be paid students
under the work-study program.

THE MANY FORMS of finan-

cial assistance that are open to

S.U. students are a further reenforcement of the promise of
The Very Rev. John Fitterer,
S.J., that "no qualified student
will be turned away from S.U.
because of financial need."

Cum Laude Grad
Killed in a Fall

Herb's Campus Shell
Open
6 a.m. to
1 a.m.

'« w£T...

'
!2th and E. Cherry
Call: EA 2-4428
FOR FRK PICKUP AND «>ft'V«Y

ACROSS
aero»»
FROM

BELLARMINf

RequiemMass for Mrs. Sydell
Annette Kulcynski O'Rourke,
who was awarded a master's
degree in education from S.U.
last June, was said recently
here in St. Francis of Assisi
Church.
Mrs. O'Rurke, 29, was the
wife of Ass't. Atty. Gen. John
C. O'Rourke, and the mother of
four.
She died in a fall.
Mrs. O'Rourke was a "cum
laude" graduate of S.U. in English in 1958.
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Oarsmen to Shells;
Frosh Talent to Tell

"The Year of the Freshman" may well describe the coming
season for the S.U. crew, which is starting its second season.
"We have a very competitive team in the making from last
year's first turnout. But a representative turnout from the third place finishes.
freshmen this fall could assure
Fall turnouts will begin as
us a victory in the Western soon
possible after registraRegatta
in California tion, as
Sprint
the
coaches said. Those
next spring," said Coach desiring to turn out are expectMclntyre.
Charles
to be in good condition, they
Mclntyre and Jim Gardiner ed
warned.
will be welcomingback the firs
boatload of veteran oarsmen
INFORMATION on practice
since the sport was formed on
will be announced
schedules
campus.
when it becomes available.
Gardiner and Mclntyre plan"WE'RE LOOKING for ath
letes who can't find a sport a : ned to contact freshmen boys
5.U.," Coach Gardiner said.
during registrationabout joining
"We have a tougher schedule the team.
than last year, and we'll need
a lot more tough people to complete it successfully," he said.
Last year the team took road
trips for meets with Oregon
State and the Universityof British Columbia.
Both coaches, who are former
Olympic rowing champions, said
experience was not necessary
for participation. They said last
year's oarsmen were novices
and compiled an impressive
number of first, second and

STROKE. PULL: S.U. crew members take
an early morning workout to tune up for
a weekend race. The rowers are one of

the newest clubs on campus and hope to
expand their activities this year,

Little Space

Provided
In Dorms
When planning your move to
the dorm, the first thing to take
into consideration is that your
room is not the size of a suite
at the Hilton Hotel, and although
the closet space is ample it will
not allow for storage of extra
things that are seldom worn or
used.
For this reason it is important
to bring only things that are
practical and can be stored easily in a minimum of space.
AMONG THE things that will

be needed for the room are bed-

SSSB

ding, including sheets, pillow
blankets, towels,

cases and
alarm clock, iron and desk lamp.

For the many writing assignments that will be a part of
your college career, a type-

writer, dictionary
us are handy.

and thesaur-
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Coed Wins First
In College Art

Mary Jo Romano, an S.U.
senior from Quincy, Wash., won
first place for her pen and ink
drawings in the Crossroads annual Show of College Arts in
early July. Miss Romano also
had an honorable mention.
Eight Northwest colleges participated in the show.
A sculptured bronze by Theresa Ehlinger,another S.U. coed,
won an award as outstanding.
Br. Richard Ibach, S.J., won
an honorable mention for a
drawing on rice paper entitled
"Mother and Dead Child." He
also received an honorable mention in the oil painting division.
Jay Mcllwaine won an honorable mention for a bronze
sculpture entitled "Young Woman."
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Anyone who's ever tried to make a —good

the University this fall, simply inquire at
your nearest NBofC office. And move to
the head of the class!

tance with this lesson. For instance, a

Next Lesson: This is the best time

grade-point learns another lesson the
management of money isn't easy. But the
people at NBofC can be of great assis-

simple and convenient NBofC Special
Checking Account is a good way to keep
track of "everything you" pay for -books,
supplies, room, board. You don't need to
maintain a minimum balance, there's no
monthly service charge, and NBofC Special Checks cost just U dime a check. To
open an NBofC account now for use at

to get
bank,
and
vice
versa.
Once
out
a
more
of
begin
of college, as you
to use
to know

NBofC's serviccs-a savings account, or
loans for a car. a home, a business -the
banking relationship you make now will
be most important. Come in to any of
NBofCs more than 80 statewide offices,
You'll find NBofC a good place to bank.

NBC
NATCONAL iA« OF COMMENCE
MEMBIK FEOERK

FIRST HILL OFFICE

H
MUM

A small sewing kit with an
assorted selection of thread,
buttons and snaps will be useful for small mending jobs.
For relaxation many students
bring radios, portable record
players or televisions.
THINGS THAT need not be
brought from home include a
pillow, which is suppliedby the
dorm, carpeting for the floor
and clothes that would only be
used for special occasions.
Those who wish to bring curtains should wait to purchase
them after they arrive on campus and measure the dorm win-

w-
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INSURANCE COHI'OIUIION

Maurice F. Claeys. Manager
1201 MADISON STREET

Other offices located conveniently throughout Seattle and Washington State

'
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Encore of Hoop Heritage In Offing

All Americans Anchor S.U. Lettermen Bolster Outlook
Papoose Hoop Squad

pute. Santa Clara, Creighton

Basketball is the prime

GUIDING THE college novices will be Bernie Simpson,
who was appointed to the athletic staff last spring. He comes
at Laney
from an assignment
Junior Collegein Oakland,Calif.,
where he compiled an 18-8 rec
ord last year.
The three All-Americans each
played guard in their high
school days. Tom Little, 6-foot,
comes from Washington, D.C.;
Sam Pierce, 6-foot-4 from Birmingham, Ala., and Evert Sut-

Intramural Entries

Entering freshmen interested in forming intramural
teams should contact Barney
Koch in P56 as soon as possible after registration. Last
year many freshmen waited
too long and could only form
a team after the football season was half over.
Also, this year there may
be a limit of 16 teams entered in the All Sports competition.

a center.
Other players are Tom Bell,
6-foot-7, All-City forward from
Oakland, Calif.; Bob Mason, 6foot-1, All-City guard from Los
Angeles; Jim Harris, 6-foot, Allguard from Lakewood, CalCIF
phin, 6-foot, from Renton, Wash. if.; Bill Mattiko, 6-foot, All-CathHomestead,
AL FERDINAND, tallest Pa- olic player from
6-footpoose at 6-foot-8, earned All- Pa., andTom Hammond,
Pedro,
Calif.
player
San
Beaumont,
6
from
in
State acclaim
Texas, as

of the O'Brien twins (Johnny and Eddie) S.U. has been
on the national scene as a basketball power. Seattle's record
on the court, at its best, sported
26 wins against 2 losses (195354) to its low of 16-10 (1959-60
This season should prove to
be one of the better ones. Returning to the team are five
two-year letterman and five
first-year letterman.

THE TWO-YEAR men include
Tom Workman, top scorer last
year (22.5 points per game);
Malkin Strong, 6-foot-7 center;

Elzie Johnson, 6-foot-5 forward;
Jack Krieger, 6-foot-2 guard,
and Plummer Lott, 6-foot-4 forward-guard. All are seniors.
Workman also was named to
the All-Coast second team.
Lenny Beil and Mike Acres
are the remaining seniors on
the squad. Acres is the small
guy on the team at 5-foot-9. He
is adept as a ball control man
and floor leader. Beil, who is
6-foot-5, is versatile as a center
or a forward.
The other three lettermen
were first-year men to last
year's team. Jim LaCour (6foot-6) did a good job as a
sophomore adding depth to the
front line. Steve Looney, a Seat-

RESTAURANT

authentic Finnish SAUNA

.722 Broadway

tie boy, broke into the starting
lineup early in the season and
scored an average of 12 points
per game. John Wilkins (6-foot3), forward, came on strong in
the last half of the year and
should provide S.U. with strong
depth this season.
WITH THE ADDITION of junior college transfers, Head
Coach Lionel Purcell hopes to

saunas

massage

_
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TWO HIGH finishers in the
NCAA tournament, Utah State
and Colorado State, provide rugged Chieftain competition. S.U.
plays Utah State twice, once
on the road and at home as
a finisher to the schedule.
Topping off the list of future
foes is Texas Western, defending NCAA champion. The Miners, upset by the Chiefs for
their lone defeat of the season,
can count on the return of the
main body of their team.
If last year's schedule can be
termed "difficult," this year's
has been characterized as "brutal" by Coach Purcell. "This
schedule will make a difficult
and demandingseason," he said.
Inconsistency should not be
part of a senior squad, Purcell
believes.

improve on last season's record.
Purcell attributes S.U.s large
number of losses (10) to the difficulties of the schedule. The
team played 14 games on the
AND PERHAPS the key to
road, many in small town gyms.
playrests in the hands
steadier
This season, the Chieftains of guards Steve Looney and
with
games
at
have scheduled
Lott. Their jelling as
least five teams of national re- Plummer
a backcourt combination near
the end of the season put drive
in the Chieftains' fast break and
M
applied the skids to any swift
offensive rally by an opponent.
However the season goes, one
thing is certain: No one will
write finis to this team until
the final buzzer of the final
game.

TfofljL

For that oxhilarating f««ling of glowing good haalth try our

* *

home, and the Chiefs tangle
with Missouri, a swift, aggressive team, here at home.

and 1965-66).

Crystal Steam Baths
Steam baths
steam bath
( for menonly )

and New Mexico are three road
foes who had young, winning
squads last year and will have
improved with age.
S.U. will meet Evansville, a
small college power for the
past five years, away from

sport at S.U. Since the era

The Papoose basketball squad
will boast three high school All
Americans, and various AllState and All-City honor winners
when it takes the floor this fall.
"It could be one of the best
Papoose teams," said Head
Coach Lionell Purcell.

& RETRIEVER ROOM
EAST 5-5774

ISOI EAST MADISON STREET

Intramural
Plans Set
approach

to
Last year's new
intramural athletics will be continued this fall, according to
Barney Koch, intramural athletic director.
Purpose of the new program,
which included an All Sports
Trophy, was to give more students an opportunity to participate in intramurals.

UNDER THE innovation,

teams of 20 players were picked
in the fall and, as the year progressed, stayed together as un-

its.

Mr. Koch says the program
was accepted enthusiastically,
and the only change this year

WSmmmk

Ilhe Pac#* *««^
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will be a slight expansion.
On the intramural agenda will

Mr^zZZ'0^

be touch football and volleyball
in the fall; basketball in the
winter, and softball, golf, tennis
and track in the spring.

Mr. Koch wants to emphasize
that "when teams are formed
the entire program must be kept
in mind."
A well-rounded team is better
off than a specialized one, he

ONE BOOK NO STUDENT SHOULD BE WITHOUT
A checking account makes good sense. Your money is
safe and readily available, and you have a legal record
of every bill you pay. When you come to Seattle University, stop in and open your account at your nearest
Pacific National branch. Or, save time by mailing the
coupon at right and have your account ready when you
arrive.Mail it today!
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said.

To illustrate this point graphically, one only has to name
the deciding sport in last
year's race for the All Sports
Trophy. The Trillos,eventual intramural champions last year,
went into the golf matches with
a scant eight point lead over
second-place team overall. Winning the golf matches gave the
Trillos 25 points and assured

them the Trophy.

Swte

Zjp

I

BANK
3gt PACIFIC" NATIONAL
"

12 convenient locations MemberF.D.I.C. Member Federal Reserve System

A point system is used to determine the All Sports Trophy
winner. Each team receives
points for entering a sport. Added to this is an equated standard for the team's finish in
each sport. Also a team can
lose points by forfeiting con-

tests.
The program this year is under student supervision of Mike
Rollins, John McKeon and Pat

Parks.
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WHY PAY BAGGAGE COSTS?
We Have
Dictionaries
/ Desk Lamps & Accessories
AVaste Baskets
/ / Drug Sundries
/ I Stationery
I a++ress Covers
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SEATTLE UNIVERSITY'S beautiful new book-

store was opened in January, 1965. Students may
purchase textbooks here and any of the thousands
of paperbacks on display.

S__H\

/

SOME OF MANY ITEMS
AVAILABLE
Men's, Women's Gym Uniforms

\/V

\ \

Gym Shoes

\\

Sweat Shirts
\ \
Jackets
Ski Parkas
11
Men's Underwear & Socks
Ladies' Nylon Hosiery
If
SERVICES
Special Orders on Books and
/ I
Phonograph Records
/ /
Locker Rentals
/
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Check Cashing
Magazine Subscriptions Featuring
Special Student Rates on

\ \

\\.
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Many Publications
Plastic Laminatingof Cards and
Documents
Wrapping
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To accommodate the new
students and their parents,
we will be open Friday,
Sept. 16, from 8:30 a.m. to
4:30 p.m., and Saturday,
Sept. 17, from 10 a.m. to

4pm

S
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\Ay UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
/

On Campus

—

Kitty-Corner From the Pigott Building

—

One-Half Block North of Bellarmine Hall

